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HOOPS' ARCTIC BLAST

SAVINGS GALORE
COUPON BOOKLET

Men's basketball wins two games in Alaska

-SEE INSIDE

- SEE SPORTS, A8

- SEE SPORTS, A8

Football's final attempt at a win
Expectations may have been too high for O'Leary's .start·
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

George O'Leary's face is
everywhere.
Seriously, it is. Thanks to a
marketing campaign before the
start of the UCF football season,
cardboard cutouts of UCF's
coach are displayed in businesses and stores throughout Central Florida. A TV ad campaign
even featured the cardboard
George as a motivational tool.
All in all, it was a smart and
humorous idea - a bold move

.)

)

UCF vs. Kent State
7 p.m. Tuesday at Citrus Bowl
on the behalf of UCF Athletics
to show Orlando and its surrounding communities that
UCF football was ready for the
big time.
Until the Knights lost their
first game.
And then kept on losing.
Going into tomorrow night's
regl,!lar-season finale against

•

Kent State at the Citrus Bowl,
UCF is 0-10, with a likely chance ·
of finishing 0-11.
Last year, veteran Coach
Mike Kruczek was fired in mid. seasori after p'osting just six
losses - and three actual wins.
O'Leary, a form~r college
"Coach of the Year" who took
Georgia Tech to a national
chatnpionship, was the man
· who would turn everything
around. He was given a huge
salary and a staff that is the
highest-paid in Florida. The ·
clever marketing campaign.

simply reflected the expectations of a university community
in need of a brand-name success.
Everyone expected too
much, too soon. Though some
fans argue that even this young,
banged-up team should have
been able to crack the win coluinn at least once, O'Leary still
effuses hope - for the program,
if not for the season at hand.
·''.All the coaches here come
from programs that win games,''
DALE SPARKS I ALL-PRO PHOTOGRAPHY
PLEASE SEE

DESPITE ON AS

Aball knocked loose by a West Virginia linebacker on Sept. 11 epitomized UCF's rough season.

Activity fee
to increase

.

SGA-backed boost
would push UCF's
overall per-hour
charges to the top
KATE HOWELL
Senior Staff Writer

CHARUE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dave Holbert, left, tells passers-by about Thanksgiving alternatives. He says turkeys are not protected under current animal anti-cruelty laws, which limit the way animals are slaughtered.

TofurkY as an·alternative
~al-rights campaigners."aim for Thanksgivillg awareness
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

As most students are making plans for
their five-day Tuanksgivingweekend, about
10 students are working to make sure
turkeys are also 'enjoying the weekend
On Friday, students from the Body of
:Animal Rights Campaigners gathered in
, : front ofthe Student Union and set up a barn.
·Sophomore Rick Kwnp said, ''Today we are
: letting people know that while they enjoy
: their happy holiday next week. the entire
: lives ofthe birds - and all animals - raised
: and killed for food are anything but happy.''
•
'Ibe five-year vegan added, "Our main
: thing was to educate people what animals
: - specifically ~keys - go through before

they meet your plate."
Kwnp said that the barn, which was set
up on the Student Union stage from 9:30
am. to 5 p.m., ''was a great attention-gral:r
ber,'' and attracted people to pick up the
information about animal cruelty.
Dave Holbert, the president of BARC,
said that although some students shrugged
off the information, saying they were meateaters, ''we mainly got a positive response.''
Holbert said that about 45 million
turkeys are killed just for Thanksgiving
every year, and that they are not curr~ntly
protected under humane methods of
slaughter laws.
,
"Because they're not m?Jillilals, and
because they are smaller,'' most people
don't consider giving poultry rights, Hol-

bert, 20, said Currently, according to the
Humane Society, 95 percent of land animals
killed for consumption are poultry - but
they aren't covered under humane laws.
At the display, BARC had a petition to get
that law changed. Vice president of BARC,
Sara Beniamino, said that 'about 40 people
signed the petition on Friday. "We table
every Wednesday [outside of the Student
Union], so we'll have it there, and other peo- ·
ple in Orlando are passing it around"
'Ibedisplayalsohadinformationonhow
turkeys go from farms to slaughterhouses,
vegan recipes and videos showing an
inspection of a turkey farm in Minnesota
"We hope that more people make more
PLEASE SEE

POULTRY ON A?

Jesus would vote for 'George W. Bush
:And other myths
:of Christianity,
:politics and their
:jilted marriage
KATE HOWELL
Senior Staff Writer

Religion and politics go
hand in hand, says the Rev.
Harry Coverston, a philoso. phy professor and Episcopalian priest. "[They] are two
separate aspects of one thing
- one's world view,'' he
explained.
That view has been thrust

into the spotlight following what issues are closest to
this month's re-election of their heart."
.
President George W. Bush,
But Doug Evans, another
whose strategists credited his religion and philosophy provictory to voter support from fessor, says it can be difficult
evangelical Christians.
to separate a person's reliEven so, Christians on gious beliefs from his politicampus say 'it's wrong to cal affiliation.
always ascribe a political .
"Ws only been in our
belief to a religion.
democracy that we've tried
Religion is "a cause, prin- to keep religion out of policipal or system of beliefs held cy," he said. "But we can't
to with ardor or faith," said keep it out of politics because
Maria Pezzolli, a member of people bring their religion to
Campus Crusade for Christ, office with them."
quoting Webster's Dictionary.
Coverston agreed saying,
. Pezzolli said that good "The tendency is always
Christians can vote for there to mix the two."
whomever they want to if
Evans added that until
"they make educated deci- President John F. Kennedy, a
sions in politics based on Catholic, there was an unspo-

ken assumption that the president would be Protestant.
Even now, he said, "a professed atheist has a much
harder time getting elected
than a professed backsliding
Baptist or Catholic."
Coverston said he is concerned about people confusing Christianity with evangelical Protestants. He said
he "wonders if we are not
seeing the withering of other
types of Christianity,'' and if
the strong conservative element in the church won't
eventually cause Christians
who aren't comfortable with
that viewpoint to leave.
PLEASE SEE

HUMANS ON A7

Citing last year's "budget
crunch" and this year's hurricane
repairs, the SGA Sehate on
Thursday recommended raising
the Activity and Service Fee by
· $1.28, to $9.27 per credit hour, to
take effect next fall.
UCF already has the highest
student fees in Florida.
The Senate itself does not
have the power to increase the
service fee, but gave its endorsement in reply to a request from
President John Hitt.
The UCF Board of Trustees
will vote on the increase Nov. 30.
SGA'.s resolution 37-03 lets the
trustees know that the students
support the increase.
If put in place, the increase
would generate about $1 million
in its first year, an SGA analysis
estimated.
When asked about reasons
for the increase, SGA President
Kevin Peters said, "It was due to
a lot of natural disasters and a lot
of what we we're seeing going
on."
In particular, Peters said he
hoped to replenish the $750,000
Repair and Replacement Fund.
UCF depleted that fund this
semester on hurricane repairs.
He added that the re-opening
of the Student Resource Center
next semester and the opening of
the new resort-style pool were
also going to eat away at the Senate's budget with yearly operation costs.
Sen. Michelle Kozak, the resolution's sponsor, said, "This
increase will actually benefit
everyone," and added that the
resolution
endorsing
the
increase had the support of the

student body.
Senators generally agreed,
though there was some dissension when Comptroller Nick
Merolle went through a presentation. "There's no point in
debating this,'' Sen. Jon Edwards
said. "It's.something that needs
to happen."
Still, Sens. Emily Ruff and Ella
Ballum would have liked more
chances to ask questions. The
Senate bypassed normal rules by
putting the legislation on the
agenda after the meeting started,
and then voting on it all in one
meeting.
Normally, the Senate considers a bill at three difi'erent meetings and has one committee
hearing bef9re making a final
decision. This allows for more
student comment on the bills
and resolutions.
Both Ruff and Ballum
abstained from the first vote,
stating their desire to have more
information.
Sen.
Matt
DeVlieger also opposed the resolution. "I don't think we should
jump into this,'' he said
By the third reading, however,
Ruff's and Ballum's questions
had been, if not answered, at
least appeased, and the resolution passed with 45 votes and
one abstention from DeVlieger.
"I don't want to make a decision
on anything·I don't know about,"
he explained.
Though she said she "supported the resolution in its
entirety,'' Ruff added that
nonetheless she "was extremely
disappointed in the Senate's
decision to make an entirely uniformed vote without allowing
questions to be directed to the
· comptroller."
Sen. ,Keith Rea expressed his
approval of the Senate's decision.
"The fee increase is needed for a
lot ofreasons," he said. He added
that $1.28 "is not that big of an
increase, comparatively speaking."
Currently, the Activity and
PLEASE SEE

SENATOR ON A2

Student fees at other Florida schools
Current per-hour fees

University of Central Florida
New College of Florida
University of North Florida
Florida Atlantic University · ·
Florida A&M University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida International University
Univ~rsity of West Florida
University of Florida
Florida State University
University of South Florida

~ervice fees

$8.09
$13.25
$10.28
$10
$10
$9.70
$9.14
$8.25
$8.16
$7.50 '
$7.10

Total undergrad fees

$100.42
$90.04
$97.10
$98.09
$97.10
$96:95
$96.39
$95.19
$92.68
$95.32
$99.42
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community
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Nation &World
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Keep current withheadlines
you may have missed
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· Dude, where's my newspaper?
In observance ofthe 1banksgiving holiday, the Future will
not be distributing Thursday.
The newspaper will resume
publication next Monday.

The gift of life
Volunteer UCF is looking for
students tel help pass out donor
cards and inform students
about organ and tissue donation.
From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. today,
interested. students can stop by
VUCF's table at the Student
Union patio.
For more information, e-mail
Melissa Lanzone, VUCF's Get
Carded director, at GetCardedUCF@hotmail.com or Aechical5@aoLcom

Movie and a game
CAB cinema is screening ·
Dodgeball at 8 p.m. today in the
Pegasus. Ballroom in the Student Union.
After the movie, students are
invited to play the game on the
Memory Mall, between Classroom I and Health and Public

Affairs.
For more information, call
Henry Petit, CAB's cinema
directo~at407-823-6471.

Finding single Jews
Hillel is hosting their version
of Singled Out, the popular 1V
dating show, from 8 p.m to 10
p.m. today in Student Union
Room316D.
For more information, call
Lauren Proctor at 407-362-3317
or visit Hillel's Web site at
http://www.centralfloridahillelcom

Holiday got you stressed?
.

Filipino is ·a beauty queen

•

This week's Campus Wellness Center relaxation class is
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow
in the Apollo Community,
Osceola Hall Room 148.
For more information, call
the Campus Wellness Center at .

tion, and is a star o its dance
troop, which performs traditional dances in J'.ilipino costumes. throughout the year.
Gundayao made good use of
her experience, performing a
Tahitian dance in the the pageant.
Being a recognized beauty
queen is not the only thing
MARKJUSTIC~
Gundayao has in common
StaffWriter
with Dunlap. Gundayao is a
fellow Lead Scholar and credShortly after Erika Dunlap its her involvement in the procrowned her successor in the gram for "making me more
Miss America 2005 Pageant, outgoing and teaching me
UCF's Kristine Gundayao won what leadership really is."
the Miss Philippines America
Among her responsibilities
Pageant in Vrrginia
as the new Miss Philippines
Gundayao, an 18-year-old America, Gundayao pledges to
nursing major, beat out four "give UCF a good name" by
semi-finalists and won her speaking at meetings and con.:.
crown on Nov. 6.
ferences around the nation
The competition was based and serving as an ambassador
on private and stage inter- of goodwill.
views, along with talent and
For those hoping to follow
gown competitions.
in the footsteps of Gundayao
In addition to her title, and Dunlap, Miss Philippines
Gundayao won trophies for America advises students not
academic performance, best to be wary of the competition.
gown, best talent and best "It's· more about getting in
overall combined interview. touch with your h~ritage and
Her winnings include a $1,000 [getting] involved," ~he said.
scholarship and an all-expensGundayao said she stays in
es-paid trip to the Philippines touch with her heritage by
to meet with the mayor of partaking in her family's FilManilla, the country's capital ipino traditions. They make ·
TheNewJerseynativefeeb cultural dishes, she said,
a strong connection with her including my
favorite,
Filipino heritage and stresses "adobo," which is chicken
the importance of "preserving made with spices and soy
the culture."
sauce.
Gundayao said she visits
Her hard work and cultural
the Philippines as often as pos- dedication ended a string of
sible.
losses for Florida. It has been
She lived on the islands 10 years since a woman from
until the age of 3, and then vis- the Sunshine State has won
ited again when she was 7, 16 the crown.
and 17.
Guridayao competed for
When asked about her vis- Miss Philippines America last
its, her face lit up with a smile year, her first beauty contest,
as she said: "I love it. I was but didn't win.
there just last summer."
Gundayao also c<,>mpeted in
At UCF, she is a member of Orlando's Filipino Indepenthe Filipino Student ·A ssocia- dence Day competition, held

Fewer exchange students
attending U.S. high schools

Nursing major
captures Miss
Philippines
America crown

PHILADELPHIA - The.
number of international stu-•
dents at U.S. high schools has·
dropped significantly in the:
last decade, partly because~
schoob and families are less•
willing to play host.
:
The decline may be due to;
visa rules that took effect in,
the late 1990s making it more,
difficult for international students to atte·nd~ u~s. public,
schoob. Security and political:
concerns may have played a
role too, but the downturn.
appears to have begun before
the Sept. 11 attacks.

COURTESY CONTINENTAL MISS PHILIPPINES AMERICA, INC

Kristine Gundayao won the Miss Philippines America crown, which she tried for last year.

ye~s.. on'. Sept. 23, UCF alum-

in June.
The Miss Philippines
America competition was held
at the Philippine Cultural Center in Virginia Beach, Va.
This is the third beauty
pageant title for a UCF-connected student in the last two

na M9nica Spear won the Miss
Venezuela title. She will compete in the Miss Universe title
on June 5, 2005 in Thailand.
Spear said she hopes to
work as an actress in
Venezuela after the pageant

Senator removed from room

As part of the Library's
Frankenstein Exhibit, Ula
Stoeckl from the School of Film
and Digital Media will introFROM A1
dally contentious, there was
duce the 1994 film, Mary Shelsome ·debate on how to phrase
ley's Frankenstein, starring KenService Fee is more than $1 the attendance requirements.
neth Branagh.
The screening.is·rr-0m 7pm • tbelo.w ,the ·$taleJW~rage of$9.22 ' The room was tee~g with
to 10 p.m. today il}:-ilie 14
. P.~ p~~~e increase Crusade members who were ·
Room 223.
~- ·. ·' .
~ J, ·_will ' .J?ut the~ {~e;p cents above there to back the legislation.
· • .1,,, ·. the average. ' · '
·
Sigal accused Lavin of attemptThe vote on ·the resolution ing to gain their votes for ·his
Jazzy sounds
The Jazz Chamber Ensem- . took place during a weekly Sen- possible SGA presidential camate session that was unusually paign in the spring.
bles of the UCF Music Departboisterous, with several calls to
Sigal stood to direct his comment is performing a concert of
restore decorum coming from ments to the audience, disrecontemporary jazz from 8 p.m.
Speaker Sean Lavin, his fellow garding Lavin's protests, and
to 10 p.m. tomorrow in the
senators and, on occasion, was asked to leave the room.
Rehearsal Hall Room 116.
members of the audience.
When he refused, Sen. Anthony
Lavin made repeated threats Furbush, the Senate's sergeantIslam and Demoaacy ·
that he would remove the next at-arms, carried him bodily into
The last lecture in the Mussenator who behaved inappro- the hallway.
lim Student Association's sixpriately, and when Sen. Alex
Sigal was allowed to return to
part series will discuss whether
Sigal began to ,spontaneously the meeting a few minutes later.
Islam and democracy are
address the audience with accuSigal later said, "I was simply
opposing ideas.
sations that Lavin was "just try- stating a fact that Lavin was hyThe lecture is from 1 p.m. to
ing to get your vote," Lavin ing to get votes." He said that the
2 p.m. Wednesday in the Stukicked him out
amount of students there were
dent Union Room 224.
Earlier, Lavin had handed enough to affect a presidential
For more information, call
over his leadership position to election in the spring.
Chris Cusano at 407-781-3978.
.Pro Tempore Mark White so
"I thought it was wrong that
that Lavin could step down and he was stepping down from his
endorse a fiscal bill to help fund speaker post - which is sup· the Campus 'Crusade ,for posed to remain impartial - he
Christ's trip to Atlanta for a stepped down to 'Support the
The Future wants to hear
Christmas conference.
bill after seeing sb many stufrom youtlf you have a club,
While the pill"was'. not espe- dents there," he said
organization or event and Want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Let us know

•
•

Congress passes $388 billion bill
that reins in domestic-programs

407-82~5841.

Amonster of a movie

•
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meeting TliUtsday, wliich
was full of the now common
partisan arguing, yelling and

name-calling that led to a
senator being physically
dragged away from the
meeting, senators were
forced to spend 24 hours
together, overnight in Daytona Beach, at the annual
Senate retreat and training.
Beginning Friday, when
senators left UCF in rental
vans for Daytona Beach,
they were forced to endure
close quarters with the same
people they argued with
during the meeting. Senators
realized it would be hard to
avoid personal interaction
between political · adversaries as they' saw the rooming assignments provided by
. Senate Speaker Sean·Lavin.
"I waited for senators to
request a friend to room

them to stay with someone
else," Lavin said "The point
was to ensure senators
would get to know someone
new, and hopefully find
some common goals to work
towards
together," he
explained.
Senators participated in
team-building
activities
. designed to promote teamwork ahd working relationships among the usually
divided .senate. In addition,
senators received training
on. a variety of topics, including ethical leadership,
Robert's Rules of Order, and
the Activity and Service Fee
- the $8.09 credit hour
charge generating SGA'.s $9.5
million budget.
Lavin hopes the senators
. forged new relationships
that can translate into proquctivity on the senate floor.

•

WASHINGTON
Republicans whisked a $388.
billion spending bill through
Congress on $aturday, a mammoth measure that .underscores the · dominance of
deficit politics by curbing dollars for everything from education · to environmental
cleanups.
The House approved the ·
measure by a bipartisan 344-51.
margin, while Senate passage
was by 65-30.
Senate approval took
longer because of disputes
over provisions dealing with
abortions and members of
Congress' access to income
tax returns. Leaders agreed to
not send the spending package to President Bush for his
signature until the tax returns
issue is resolved in a separate
bill, expected to be passed by
the House on Wednesday.

•

..

PeopleSoft rejects takeover
despite,shareholder-support
PLEASANTON, Calif. PeopleSoft Inc.'s board of
directors said it rejected Oracle Corp.'s $9.2 billion
takeover bid Saturday, continuing its staunch resi!?tance a
day after the company's own
shareholders tendered more
than 60 percent of stock to
Oracle..
The ,board unanimously
concluded that Oracle's latest
$24-per-share bid is inadequate, the company said in a
statement posted on its Web .
site Saturday. It marked the
sixth time the Pleflsantonbased business-software company snubbed its bitter rival
since the takeover battle nearly a year and a half ago.
PeopleSoft is the world's
second largest pr6vider of
enterprise application software. The software is used at
many . colleges, including
UCF.

•

Congressional efforts to pass
Sept. 11 commission reforms fail
WASHINGTON - In a
defeat for President Bush,
rebellious House Republic;ans
on Saturday derailed legislation to overhaul the nation's
intelligence agencies along
lines recpmmended by the
Sept. 11 commission.
Speaker Dennis Hastert, Rill., sought unsuccessfully to
persuade critics among the
GOP rank and file to swing
behind the measure.
Hastert's decision to send
PLEASE SEE
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Discounts for UCF,Students!
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Professional Eye Care • Contact lens Exams
Bob Yip,. .O.D. and Associates,. P.A.

Manicure &
Pedicure ' '

Waterford 1.akes Town Center
. 325 N. Alafaya Trail
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 66 MONTHS!
•

see sales person for details.

2004 NEW
BEETLE GL

2004 GOLF GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

BUY S239

P/Windows,·P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise, Cass,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
and Much More!

PER MONTH

-

TURBD DIESELS

TURBO DIESELS

. AVAILABLE% ·

AVAILABlE - -

_ _ _ _
• ......,,......._..............
cy .....................

'

0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tog and fees down.
See Sdlesperson for details.

0%financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down. .
· See Salesperson for details.
.

• 4. Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile PowertraiQ warrantv

·

'

\

2004 JETTA GL

\

2004 All New GTI
P/Wlndows, P/Locks, Tiit,. Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much .
More!

P/Windows, P/Locks, -Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
' and Much More!

BUY S2sa

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABlE

PER MONTH

0% financing for 66 months. ·WA.C, tax, tog and fees down.
See Salesperson for details.
.. ·

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

$279

PER MONTH

BIG SElECTIOll

*Leases ore calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

. HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLEI HURRY WHILE THEY LISTI'

2004 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSATGLS LEASE FOR

BUYS2aa

1

PER MONTH+
MONJHLY TAX PllSSAT WAGONS
FOB~~ MONTHS ARE NOW HEREI

*Leases ore calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, -title and license. See Salesperson for details.
.

'

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

P/Windpws, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
KeylemRemote, Cassette and Much
More! )

GoToplessl
30 lo Choose Fro111
*leases are calculated with $0 total down: Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit,. tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. l.ncludes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title .and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 11 /30/04

'

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:
VW CERTIFIED w/2YR,

2~,000

s;/'FIRST TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

. '=
-'
~ CREDIT

'

Drivers wanted~

..

/ 'l

PROBLEMS

MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned All WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS {Purchase or Lease)

· 4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9·SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

401-3 6 5-3 3 0 o .·1

SERVICEDEPfOPENSATURDAY9-5 ·

Nation &World

Higher Education
What's in the news at
~ f:Olleges around the country

Susan Sarandon protests Latin
American military center
COLUMBUS, Ga. Actress Susan Sarandon has
written letters in support of
a military school protest
held every November at
Fort Benning.
This year, Sarandon
stood a few feet from the
base's gate and joined thousands to protest the military
training center for Latin
American soldiers.
The School of the Americas, now called the Western ,
Hemisphere· Institute for
Security Cooperation, trains
soldiers, police and government officials. SOA Watch
claims the school's gradu- ·
ates were involved in
human rights abuses in the
1980s and now enforce a
U.S. foreign policy that
exploits the people and
resources of Latin America.
Defense officials dispute
their claims.

Canadian community college
costs more than double
HALIFAX, Novia Scotia
- Rising tuition is making
Nova Scotia's community .
college un.a ffordable for
some students, critics warn.
A year at Nova Scotia
Community· College costs
$2,400, up from $1,000 in the
late 1990s. That's among the
highest in Canada
Enrollment has risen 28
percent in the last five or six
years, so college officials
don't think the increases
have prevented many students from enrolling.

Chancellor's possible new
home to cost millions

I·

RALEIGH, N.C. - Leaders at North Carolina State
University want school
planners to determine the
feasibility of replacing the
·chancellor's . aging residence.
The cost to renovate the
home, built in 1928, is estimated at more than $2 million, while preliminary estimates to build a new home
is roughly $3 million.
Trustees told school officials Friday to begin explor,ing.the costs and options of
a new house. Still, the idea of
'moving the chancellor off
the school's main campus is
certain to stir strong feelings
among supporters and
alumni.

•
•
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Students push school to make
responsible investments
IOWA CITY, Iowa University of Iowa Green
Party members want their
school to·shift $500,000 of
the university stock investments to socially responsible funds, such as the Parnassus Equity Income Fund
or the Citizens Emerging
Growth Fund, by January
2006.
The university had $133
million of its $572 million
portfolio in stocks or mutual
funds, with the rest in more
conservative investments
such as corporate bonds or
Treasury bills, according to
a report to the regents in
September.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Unidentified U.S. and Chilean security agents argue after a U.S.Seaet Service agent was
blocked from accompanying President Bush Inside the funner Mapocho Train Station.

In Fallujah, where U.S.
Marines .and soldiers are still
lawmakers home without a battling pockets of resistance,
vote drew attacks from Democ- insurgents waved a white flag of
rats and capped an unpre- surrender before opening fire
dictable day in which prospects on U.S. troops and causing
for enactment of the measure casualties, Marine spokesman
seemed to grow, then diminish, · 1st Lt. Lyle Gilbert said Saturday
almost by the hour. He left open without elaborating.
the possibility of summoning
lawmakers back in session early Palestinians_urge Powell for Israel's
withdrawal before elections
next month.
The White House urged
JERUSALEM - Palestinian
Congress to keep working on leaders will urge Secketary of
the legislation.
State Colin Powell to pressure
Israel to withdraw troops from
disputed areas in the West Bank
Bush intenupts brawl to
before holding January elecaid Secret Service agent
SANTIAGO, Chile - Presi- tions to replace longtime leader
dent Bush stepped into the mid- Yasser Arafat, a senior official
dle of . a confrontation and said Saturday.
Underscoring the troubled
pulled his lead Secret Service
agent away from Chilean secu- security situation there, Israeli
rity officials who ·barred his forces · shot and killed two 15bodyguards from entering an year-old Palestinian boys throw:elegant dinner for 21 world ing stones at Israeli jeeps in the
West Bank city ofNablus, Palesleaders Saturday night
Several Chilean and Ameri- tinian hospital officials said The
can agents got into a pushing Israeli army said it opened fire
and shoving match outside the on two Palestinians who were
culturaj center where the din- shooting at them, but it did not
ner was held Bush noticed the know whether they had died.
fracas after posing for pictures
on a red carpet with the summit San Francisco proposes charging
host, Chilean President Ricardo grocery sack tee to reduce waste
Lagos and his wife and first lady
SAN FRANCISCO - City
officials are considering chargLaura Bush.
Abandoning the other three, ing grocery stores 17 cents each
Bush walked over to the agents, for grocery bags to discourage
reached through the dispute use of plastic sacks.
and pulled~ agent aw.ly.
More than 90 percent of
consumers choose plastic bags,
which are blamed for everylnsu1"9ents fire on U.S. troops in
thing from clogging recycling
Fallu1ah after waving white flag
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Insur- machines to killing marine life
gents battled American troops and suffocating infants. The fee
in the streets of Baghdad on would also apply to paper bags
Saturday, killing a U.S. soldier in to help reduce overall waste.
an ambush and gunning down
The city's Commission on
four government employees, the Environment will consider
signaling that the guerrillas the proposal Tuesday. Mayor
remain a potent force despite Gavin Newsom is reviewing the
the fall of their stronghold of idea.
Fallujah. Nine Iraqis also died in
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
fighting west of the capital.
FROM A2

Charges dropped after
student journalist arrested
PROVO, Utah - Police
have dropped their case
against a Brigham Young
University stud~nt journalist who was arrested on
campus after he tried to
videotape an officer issuipg
a jaywalking citation to
another student.
BYU Police Chief Larry
Stott said the decision made .
Friday is the equivalent ofan
· officer tearing up a speeding
ticket. The citation for trespassing and interfering with
a police officer given to Clif
Kelly, 32, won't be forwarded to the courts. ·
As a First Amendment
issue, Kelly's case drew the
attention of the Society of
Professional Journalists,
which offered $1,000 toward
his legal representation.
Kelly maintained that he
identified himself as a student journalist working on a
story and complied when
·the officer asked him to
back up. But when Kelly
refused to cross the street,
the campus officer called for
backup. Kelly was handcuffed and taken to a university holding cell.

.
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Foundation already includes
the contraceptive among medications that lower bone mass.
NASEEM SOWTI
Women who want longSenior Staff Writer
term birth control should use
Depo-P'rovera only if other
Google offers service for scien'tists contraceptives prove inadeOn
Thursday,
Google quate, the FDA said.
launched a riew search service,
Google Scholar, aimed at scien- Starbucks is earth-friendly
tists and academic researchers.
Starting next year, StarThe research-geared site, bucks will use cups made with
http://scholar.google.com, is a 10 percent recycled material.
collaboration with many scienThe Seattle-based company
tific and academic publishers, said it is the first time,a nationand opens doors to a 'slew of al food chain has incorporated
peer-reviewed papers, books, recycled material into packagabstracts and technical reports. ing that comes into direct conGoogle Scholar is a reflec- tact with food or beverages. ·
tion of changing habits in the
The company projects
academic world, where stu- adding the small fraction of
dents and researchers use recycled content into its cups
online search engines as a first will save about five million
step in their research.
pounds of virgin tree fiber a
year.
Public uses unsafe drugs
The
coffee
company
. At ' least five medications already incorporates recycled
pose enough risks that their paper into its cardboard cup
sale should be limited or sleeves, napkins and cardstopped, according to a govern- board carriers.
ment drug reviewer.
Meridia, a weight-loss drug;
Crestor, an anti-cholesterol
FRIDAY
drug; Accutane, an acne drug
ova Music
linked to birth defects; Bextra, a
T~DAYS
liraQle
painkiller; and Serevent, an
WEDNESDAYS
asthma treatment, were mene1ea.M1c 11uht
tioned as five of the most worWiii Ramez
risome drugs that demand
speedy action.
."',~
David Graham, a Food and
Drug Administration reviewer,
said it was suggested that an '
'<··--- ·-··-·~~~.,/
independent board of drug
Saturday Night
safety may be needed to ensure
the safety of medications after
10 p.m. - close
FDA approval.
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Birth control shot found risky
Prolonged use of DepoProvera, an injectable contraceptive; is linked to bone density loss, the FDA warned last
week. The FDA also warned
that bone density loss may not
reverse · completely when
women stop using· DepoProvera.
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pespite losses, Knights have learned to play a full game
A1
.O'Leary
said. "I didn't have
.fROM

~

"
"'

great expectations coming in
:after going through the spring,
· 'so I knew it ·would be a strug~
'gle. You can't count on the
injury factor, and you don't
count on having to play so
· 'much youth that we're play;ing."
Indeed,
lilJunes
have
plagued this squad. Youth ·has
overtaken the field. "I've never
'played this many freshmen,''
:O'Leary said. "But I'm not look:ing for a crutch, either. That's
what we have and what we
play. The average fan doesn't
'u nderstand how difficult it is to
;play as a true freshman."
That fan is wondering what
happened to a team that once
stormed into the Mid-American Conference promising victories. The Knights are currently the only winless team in
NCAA Division 1-A football..A
loss tomorrow night would put
the Knights' losing streak at 15
games, the longest in the nation
4ating to lasi season, when
't.JCF fmished 3-9 with a fourgame skid at the end.
But last year doesn't matter
anymore. This is the present,
.and the present is bleak. The
.present is something anyone
'.i"elated to UCF football would
like to forget.
·
.
"I feel bad for the players,"
"O'Leary said. "I really do,
:because·I know as a staff we're
~g to get them to win. We're
.getting close, but that only
counts in horseshoes."
· If a winless season becomes
".ii reality, UCF will join the
t anks of last year's Army pro1

,

'

,

'

,
,

I>

,

gram that . finished 0-13, or
Southern Methodist, which fmished 0-12.
But it's the 1998 South Carolina football team, which finished 1-10, that UCF shar\il6 a
bond with. After that season, ·
South Carolina, like UCF last
year, needed a change. Both
teams hired a new coach to
turn the program around. And
both teams hired a coach who
was more than capable of doing
so.
The Gamecocks brought in
legendary Notre Dame Coach
Lou Holtz. UCF Athletic Direc~
tor Steve Orsini tapped
O'Leary. · Orsini knew what he
was doing, and he stands by his
decision even through this winless mess of a season.
Holtz, too, struggled in his
first season with the Gamecocks, posting a putrid 0-11 finish in 1999. Now, it appears
O'Leary is doing the same with
this year's Knights.
UCF supporters hope, however, that · results outweigh
coincidence between this season's winless Knights and
South Carolina's hapless 1999
team. Holtz turned the Cocks
around the very next season,
dragging them out of the gutter
and into secCimd place in the
SEC East with an 8-4 overall
record in 2000.
Turning a program around
that quickly is easier said than
done, though. Holtz had the
promise of one of the strongest
conferences in the nation to
help his recruiting. So far,
O'Leary has only had the promise of new facilities and immediate playing time. Holtz could
offer a chance of competing in

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FILE PHOTO

Coach George O'Leary hasn't had a promising start in UCF football, all 10 games have been lost.

a Bowl Championship Series
conference. O'Leary can only
offer the hopefully up-andcoming Conference USA, in ·
which UCF will begin playing
in next fall, in a recruiting market already dominated by Florida, Florida State and Miami.
Comparisons to South Carolina aside, playing time and
recruiting is the key factor.
Recruits will like UCF because
of the chance to play right away
- an opportunity due to the
lack of depth left over from the
previous coaching regime.
Some UCF fans understand
the cliche that the cupboard
was left empty when O'Leary
took over. There wasn't much

. depth, and the talent was limited.
O'Leary wasn't hired until
Dec. 16 last year and didn't offi:cially begih his duties at UCF
until his d~fensive coordinator
job with the Minnesota VJ.kings
was completed in January. By
that time, UCF was already
tardy in the recruiting battle.
Still, O'Leary went out and
recruited a class of offensive
and defensive linemen, two
areas ·in which the Knights
have been shallow as of late.
UCF featured only 15 seniors
at the start of this season.
That's not even enough to field
an offense and defense. All 11
teams on this year's schedule

feature more seniors and less out of gas in the fourth quarter
of their 2002 loss to Marshall,
starting freshmen than UCF.
"Just look at the rest of the 21-26.
What some critics choose to
rosters of the teams we play,"
O'Leary said. "There's a bunch ignore, though, is that the
of seniors on each of those inability to play an entire game
teams, and always on the offen- is ending. Despite losing every
sive and defensive lines. That's game of this season thus far, the
where you win the football Knights have held strong
games."
. through four quarters against
Of the seniors featured on Northern Illinois, Akron, Ohio
this year's UCF team, none and Ball State. ·
. were offensive linemen. None
Should UCF be able to
were quarterbacks. Two of the · defeat teams like Ohio and Ball
most important positions were State? Every UCF fan would
left to the likes of wide-eyed • hope so. But change takes time,
freshmen and· sophomores and so does rebuilding an
who had no more experience entire program from the
than the minutes they played in ground up.
high school.
That's exactly what O'Leary
· "I've started actually nine is doing. He stepped into a situfirst-year players," O'Leary ation that required more work
said. "That's why I don't get all than most fans want to admit.
upset with them. I can very eas- He stepped in and he made one
ily, but ·I do see progress. I thing perfectly clear: It's his
understand how difficult it is."
way or the highway. UnfortuPerhaps the most definmg nately, that highway has been
aspect of this year's troubled long and arduous.
team was the quarterback conToday, UCF leads the state
troversy that featured sopho- in verbal recruit commitments
more Steven Moffett and true with 12. He's bringing in athfreshman Kyle Israel. Not letes who will graduate ·and
much can be said for a team make this program better. But
that depends on two passers to it's going to take another year
lead it who can't even legally or two before they're capable of
enter a downtown nightclub.
doing so.
Above all else, the Knights
That's more than some fans
historically have lacked the are willing to wait. What's
endurance and conditioning to unknown is if those fans are
play a 60-minute football game. losing their patience with a
The numbers don't lie. In 2002, coach who is here to make
UCF foll to Syracuse 38-35 at changes, or if they lost their
home after letting a hefty half- patience with a program that's
time lead slip away. That same needed changes for years.
season, the Knights had a
Regardless of tomorrow ,
chance to take out MAC foe night's outcome, faris are
Toledo, but let a late lead turn already looking to next season
into a 24-27 loss. And no one for more than cardboard
can forget the Knights running cutouts.
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Film gets global premiere
Professor shows
documentary to
United Nations
STEVE SOTLOFF
Senior Staff Writer

People from around the world
viewed film professor Sterling
Van Wagenen's documentary
last week during a special United
Nations screening.
About a year' and a half ago,
Van Wagenen, who was then
chairman of the UCF Film
Department and the co-founder
of the Sundance Film Festival,
was approached by the Center
for Economic Self-Reliance at
Brigham Young University iJ:l
Utah to put together a docurrientary on the effects of microcredit
around the world
Armed with only a vague
awareness of what microcredit is
and a $500,000 budget, Van
Wagenen went on an overseas
sabbatical this semester to focus
on making his film, Small Fortunes: Microcredit and the Future

ofPoverty.
The documentary was filmed
in India, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Kenya, Mexico, Peru and
the United States.
Microcredit is a small
amount of money loaned to a
client by a bank or other institution. The idea of microcredit is
simple: Small loans are given to
very poor people who don't have

any collateral
A financial experiment 25
years ago focused on the littleknown economic concept of
microcredit. It was first implemented in Bangladesh and Brazil.
Today, this notion is widely considered one of the most promising economic ideas and is being
replicated around the world in
the effort to eradicate global
poverty.
In his documentary, Van
Wagenen focused on microcredit's history and policies being
debated throughout the world It
also features clips ofstories ofthe
borrowers and how microcredit
has affected their lives - something Van Wagenen says has
. been ''very positive."
After a special address by Secretary General Kofi Annan last
Thursday, Small Fortunes was
. aired to members of the United
Nations in conjunction with its
launch of the International Year
of Microcredit 2005.
"The key idea and .reasoning;
behind the showing at the launch
... was to invite the basic ideas,
which is instead of looking to
poor people as victims, treat
them like busine5s clients," Van
Wagenen said
According to the official press
release for the event, "The Year's
overarching goal is to provide
greater access to credit, savings,
insurance, transfer remittances
and other financial services for
poor and low-income households in order to move towards
more secure livelihoods and

prosperous futures."
"By viewing poor people as
vital contributors to their local
and national economies, the
International Year of Microcredit 2005 has the potential to
unleash a new wave of microentrepreneurship (owning a business with less then five employ~
ees),
giving
poor
and
low-iricome people a chance to
build better lives," Jose Antonio
Ocampo, undersecretary general
of the U.N. Department of Economic and SocialAffairs, said in a
UN. press release.
According to the event's Website, "studies have shown that of
the four billion people who live
on less than $1,400 a year, only a
fraction have access to basic
financial services:'
According to Van Wagenen,
more than 100 million people
have received microcredit loans
worldwide and "the repayment
rate is a very impressive 95 percent success:•
"It is an untraditional concept," UCF economics professor
Josiah Baker said. "It says that
you should repay the loans
because everyone else does it:'
Van Wagenen said the documentary "was received very
well," and it generated lots of
questions and ideas after the
viewing.
.
The event was organized by
the United Nations Capital
Development Fund and the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
The hope is that microcredit

will

contribute to halving
extreme poverty by 2015. But Van
Wagenen said: "It needs to be
thrown into a mixed combination. There is no single solution
to poverty:'
Oisika Chakr~barti, a U.N.
public infopnation officer,
worked on much of the promotional material for the event.
Chakrabarti called Van Wagenen's work "a brilliant film."
He said, "'The UN. organized
the event to· focus attention on
extended fmancial services for
everyone across the world:'
Baker calls the microcredit an
innovative and successful example of non-conventional lending
methods. "It encourages .e ntrepreneur activity, especially in
areas where governments don't
have the economic ability to help
the people," he said. "It is
designed so that people can help
themselves:'
In addition to Small Fortunes,
Van Wagenen·also produced The .
1Hp to Bountifid, which won an
Academy Award for Best Actress
with Geraldine Paige.
He has also worked on the
Disney Channel, Discovery
Channel and PBS, and he has
worked with Robert Redford on
~ documentary about Yosemite
National Park
"It is important for me to continue to make films so I can bring
... information and technology
back to the cl~sroom," van:
Wagenen said
Van Wagenen will return to
the Film Department this spring.

Club plays god in developing grune
Video game
allows player to
create religion
ERIC SULLIVAN
StaffWriter .

Thousands of UCF students
spend their spare time playing
video games, but a small group
of students from the Digital
Media Club have chosen to
make their own.
A team of seven to 10 artists
and programmers from the Digital Media Club is developing a
computer game named Zeus.
Zeus is a 2-D, side-scrolling
game reminiscent of the Nintendo classics, Mega Man and
Super Metroid.
Zeus project manager Elias
Myrmo said: "The game is
about Zeus' quest to change the
Greek polytheistic religion to a
monotheistic religion. The
player gets to take control of
Zeus while he moves through
various terrains, such as the.
Temple of Delphi to Mount
Olympus to the domain of
Hades."

Rihana Martinson, animator
and concept artist for Zeus,
added, "The objective of the
game is to eliminate the other
gods and take over their powers."
Martinson said the game
was created to be simple.
"I think part of it may have ·
unconsciously stemmed from a
feeling that games lately have
gotten way too complicated,
and we wanted to go back to our
roots," she explained.
The process of creating the
game has given students the
opportunity for real-life applicable experience.
"Education-wise, the program:ining I get to do for Zeus is
something I would never have a
chance to mess with in the computer science program or any
other program for that matter,"
computer
science
major
Myrmo, 19, said
"I want to be able to know
that doing this sort of thing is
exactly what I want to do in
life," said Mike Zuccolo, digital
media major and concept artist
for Zeus. "I want to be able to
know, if we pull this off, I can
, land the job I'm going for, which
is, at least, concept artist for

tal media club and will feature a
video game developers."
Experience is crucial in the reusable game engine, making it
highly competitive video game significantly easier to make
industry, and it is especially crit- · additional games in the future.
The club is one of26 student
ical for women in a Infle-dominated industry.
chapters of the Siggraph organ"It's a challenge that inter- ization worldwide.
"I don't know of many colests me," digital media major
Martinson, 21, said. "I'd like to leges that have had a club or
see more women in game team distribute their own
design..1 want to be able to look game," Myrmo said "I figure it
at a fmished game and be proud w ould be something pretty
that it was something we were cool"
The demo ·(or the game
capable of doing as a team."
Myrmo agreed with the crit- should be available by spring
break, according to Myrmo.
ical need for experience.
"Our goal is to get it done
"Computer science is much
more theory, and there isn't and if it turns out good, we'll try
really a major designated for to publish it with some of the
video game programmers," major video game companies,"
Myrmo said. "I look at video Kruel said
game programming as the hard- ·
Neither the university nor
est there is because it is so anyone from UCF has ever prodynamic, and overall, that, I duced a mass-marketed video
believe, will make me a better -game before, despite apparent
interest in the medium. ·
coder."
Luiz Kruel, chairman of the
This will change, in the
UCF chapter of Siggraph, a future, when UCF partners with
computer science club, said, Electronic Arts, a video game
"There is no real·game degree at company, to produce a videoUCF, so we are learning on our game academy. The plans are .
own how to make sprites and still in the works, but the admindo the animation."
istration hopes to open the
This project is the first game school within the next couple of
creation attempted by the digi- years.
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c 'u rrently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addit ion, legal representation, up, to and
including all stages o( trial, may be provided in certain

•

types of cases, such as the following:
•

Landlord/ten ant problems affecting student's
l iving arrangem ents in the community.

•

C onsumer problems confronting individual
students.

•

Traffic cases

•
•
•

Criminal law
•

Uncont ested dissolution of marriage

•

B ankruptcy

www.stulega l .sdes~ucf.ed u
Students in n eed of -legal service should contact,
either in per:;on or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student _
R esource Center. A~ l consultations are by appointment
only. N o legal advice will be given over the phone.

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the
Student Resource Center. room 155.
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.
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informed decisions on what
they're eating this holiday," Holbert said
Beniamino, an anthropology
majoi:; said that the group is planning on putting the display back
up before ChriSt:mas. '~bout 22
million turkeys are killed for
C~tmas, so obviously that's
another target," she said 'We're
going to try to make it an annual
thing.''
. . The group didn't just advocate not eating turkey over the
liolidays. They offered alternatives.
·;. Holbert suggested meat alternatives Tofurky and Unturkey;
both products are available at
'W hole Foods.
On the non-meat products,
Holbert said, "I had some the
other day at a vegetarian
Thanksgiving ... I like the
Tofurky deli slices, those are
Teally good."
Beniamino has been a vege,tarian for six years, and plans her
Thanksgivings by way ofthough
the Web site http://vegweb.com.
\They have a whole Thanksgiving section," she said Last yeai:;
;She made vegetarian potpie. .
-~ Kump, who became a vege~ when writing a paper on
:animal rights for English class
("before I finished it, I knew I
couldn't eontinue to eat meat'')
,.

• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
• State-of-the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques • Emergencies Accepted
• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff • Air Abrasion, Drill-Less Dentistry
• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Pree Dentistry • .Convenient Payment Plans

• Student Identification Cara=10% Discount!

• Same Day Emergency Care!
CHARLIE BENlON I COORAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Signs atthe display urged.students to consider turkeys as living, breathing animals.

EAST

said he was going to celebrate restaurant is almost entirely
Thanksgiving ·~ust like the Pil- vegan "and is kind of a hang-out
grit:ns" - with fruits, vegetables fot vegetarians,'' Kump said
and nuts.
He also encouraged students
"I just hope that with the to pick up a free Vegetarian
knowledge of what the animals Starter Kit from the green bin
go through and knowledge ofthe now in front of the / Student
options, people will think about Union. The kit includes informawhat they eat,'' Holbert said
tion and recipes for students
Kump added, 'We only ask interested in becoming vegetarians, .
that people think about what or who - they plan to eat, and
Holbert encouraged others to
consider all the alternatives."
join the group. "Even if they still
For information on BARC; eat meat ... we do advocate the
Kump recommends that stu- vegan diet, butwf!re not going to
dents visit their Web site, force it oil anyone to join us.'' .
The group also focuses on
http://www.barcdontbite.com,
where a list of vegetarian and. other animal rights issues,
vegan-friendly restaurants are including its previous campaign
listed One restaurant that con- against Amendinent Foui:; which
tinually came up in conversation allows two Florida counties to
was The Garden Cafe, on West vote on whether to allow slot
Colonial Drive. The Chinese machines at dog tracks.
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Humans:·Religious by nature
FROM Al

He compared this to the
growing number of registered
independents who no -longer
feel comfortable with either
the Democratic or Republican
parties. He is also troubled by
conservative Christians presuming to speak for all Christianity.
"To say you can't be a
Christian and vote for [Sen.
" John] Kerry ignores the statistical reality of this country,"
~overston added, pointing
out that the majority of Chris. tians in America are professed Roman Catholics.
Pezzolli said, "There is not
a political party that perfectly
represents the Christian
world view right now."
Coverston also says that
the Bible is not always used to
support conservative political
policies.
"Religion can be a libratory
1 way to see the world," he said.
"It does not have to be the
slave of a narrow viewpoint,
does not have to be the slave
of xenophobia."
He said his religion has
used the creation story in the
• Book of Genesis - "And God
saw that it was good" - to
favor environmentally friend;i'

ly policies, traditionally a liberal issue.
Coverston also pointed to
the recently elected Fforida
amendment that . increased
minimum wage to $6.15 an
hour as being supported by
the beatitudes. "Blessed are
the poor," he said. .
Evans said he feels that
evangelical Christians - and
by extension, Christian voters
- have been unjustly stereotyped.
He said the world saw
them "as if they were these
single-minded people who
activated one brain cell, and
they ran .and they voted and
they went home and It went ·
dormant."
Rather, Evans said he
believes that the election was
more determined by morals.
"Whether you're an atheist
or a liberal or a conservative
ot an evangelical, there is a
sense· of moral boundaries,"
he explained.
Evans said that morality
develops from a dialogue
between religion and intellectual thought, and that
although people may not realize it, secular and religious
authorities are essentially saying the same things.
"Our legal system says

murder
is
wrong," he
explained. "Religious systems
say it's wrong to murder or
even go so far as harm.
"One of the mistakes of this
entire election is the implicit
belief that you have to be religious to be moral.''
He accused Americans and
the media of "reducing moral
issues to a very low level of
moral reasoning," and buying
into "religion by sound bytes."
Pezzolli says that all
humans are moral and religious l,)ecause religion is
"one's worldview ... whether
they are atheist, agnostic,
Christian, Unitarian, secular,
humanist or something else.
"If you say that you are not
religious, you are saying by
definition that you do not
believe anything. This would
be a contradiction because
your belief in nothing is in
itself a belief."
However Americans and
,Christians determine their
morality, it still remains a
major factor in politics.
. Or as Pezzolli said: "The
Constitution gives every voting person the ability to vote
according to their religion.
People should be free to vote
according to what they
believe is right."
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The Activity & Service Fee Business Office in cQordination
with the UCF Police Dept. will hold its Annual

CASH ONLY

(est. 150 BIKES)

'

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2nd, BEGINNING AT 11 :00 IM
.
IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION .
NOTE: Must purchase (cash only) and take possession of bike immediately.
Money raised from this auction will be placed in an account for student scholarships.
www.asfbusinessoffice.ucf.edu
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::; :e: Men get revenge against FIU
·Soccer set to face .
top-~anked_Wake

Foresttornorro\V
ANDY VASQUEZ
StaffWriter ·

The career of a college athlete
only lasts for four years, so five years
is a long ti.me.
It had been five long years since
UCF last defeated Florida Interna-

100-yard games
Alex Haynes needs
to break the UCF
record

tional University, but in 90 minutes
Friday night, the Knights erased half
ade<;adeoffrustration
Scott Baron, a UCF freshman
midfielder who fulled to score during the regular season, came off the
bench and scored the first goal ofhis
career for the Knights (ll-6-2).
Baron's first half goal proved to
be the difference maker as the
Knights capturedal-Ovictory on the
home field of FIU (ll-6) in the first
round of the NCAA College Cup.
The milestone win marks the
first ti.me that the Knights have

advanced to the second round ofthe
NCAA College Cup since the program went to Division I in 1984. It
was also UCFs first victory over FIU
sincel999.
The Panthers, ranked No. 23 in
the country, are responsible for
kiiocking the ~ts out of the
NCAA College Cup in both of the
lasttwoyears. UCFhadalsofallento
the Panthers in their previous five
. meetings, including a 3-0 home loss
just 12 days before Friday's match.
'"The last two years I've walked
off this field crying because they

beat us and ended our season," junior goaltender Ryan Mc;:Intosh said
'"The best thing is for the seniors to
finally win It's just unbelievable.
There are no words to describe this

feeling.''
"I think that in the past, we were
just happy to be here," senior midfielder John s'obcr.ak said ''But this
year we had to do something differ-

ent''
The Knights knew that in order
to avoid another disappointment to
PLEASE SEE MCINTOSH ON

A9

The last chance for O'Leary to salvage ··
the season is with a~ over Kent State Tuesday

115.2
Rushing yards
Kent State has
allowed per game
this season

3

Games this season
in which Kent State
has not allowed 100
yards rushing ·

Football closes out
the ·2004 season
against Kent State at
7 p.m. tomorrow at
the Citrus Bowl ...
Men's basketball
welcomes Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez for
its home opener at 7
p.m.Wednesday at
the UCF Arena .. .
Women's basketball
travels to Flagstaff,
Ariz., tonight to face
Northern Arizona ...
Men's soccer •
advances to the
second round of the
NCAA Tournament
tomorrow to face No.
1 Wake Forest in
Winston-Salem, N.C.

"I don't know why
you would play on a
Tuesday night."
- FOOT8All COACH
GEORGE O'LEARY,
WHO Wilt DO JUST
THAT ON TUESDAY

"That's like going
from J-Lo to Halle
Berry."
- SOUTH CAROLINA
TACKLENA'SHAN
GODDARD ON THE
EXPECTED HIREOF
STEVE SPURRIER

Senior running
back Alex
i!!Wl!l~lll Haynes needs
one more
100-yard
performance to
break the UCF
all-time record
· for 100-yard
rushing games.
He is tied with
Willie English
with 15.

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

George O'Leary doesn't like Tuesday
night football games.
UCFs coach firmly believe!? that college
foo.tball was meant for Saturdays, high
school was meant for Fridays.and the pros
were meant for Sunday.
''It's just not very accommodating for
your fans," O'Leary said ofplaying on Tues. day. 1b.e schedule was already set when I
got here. It was handed to me as an ESPN2
game, but that disappeared very soon once
the schedule was printed."
But with all of the television contracts
wrapped up in college football these days,
there aren't enough Saturdays in a season
to please 117 teams. That's why ESPN2
wanted to play the UCF/Kent State
matchup on a Tuesday night
The key word is wanted.
Kent State (4-6, 2-3 MAC) started this
season at a sluggish pace as the -Golden
Flashes won only one of their first severi
games. The Knights' (0-10, 0-7 MAC) own
misery is no secret as well, as UCF is the
only winless team in Division 1-A football
Despite Kent State's three-game win- .
ning streak and sudden offensive explo-

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

sion, EsPN2 is instead airing a different
Mid American Conference matchup:
Bowling Green at Toledo. UCF and Kent
State will still kick offat 7 p.m. at the Citrus
Bow~ but the only people watching this
game,will be those in attendance.
PLEASE SEE

UCF VS. KENT STATE
7p.m.Tuesday
Citrus Bowl

FANS ON A11 •

Transfer setS
tone in debut

Women.steal
road opener

Williams making offensive
splash as Knights win first two

Hudson leads women in first
game for women's basketball

ASHLEY BURNS

MATIDUNAWAY

Sports Editor

?enior Staff Writer

Apparently the men's basketball team didn't
want to waste any time picking up where they '
left off last season.
,.
The Knights knocked off Alaska-Fairbanks
in the first round of the BP Top of the World
Classic Thursday night and then upset tournament favorite Utah State in the second round
Saturday night.
_
The Knights came from behind to defeat
Utah State 55-52, despite early foul trouble. The
Knights (2-0) trailed for the majority of the
game, falling behind by as many as seven, but
strong play by Kingsley Edwards and Gary
Johnson gave UCF the eventual victory.
· The Aggies (1-1), currently ranked the No. 6
PLEASE SEE EDWARDS ON

A10

AL GRILLO I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Junior college transfer Anthony Williams led UCF with 21 points in
the Knights' season opener against Alaska-Fairbanks Thursday.

Guard Celeste Hudson scored a game-high
22 points to lift UCF to a 60-58 win at UNLV's
Cox Pavilion on Friday night. It was the first
ti.me since 2002 that the Knights have won their
season opener.
Hudson canned two 3-pointers during a 9-2
run that put UCF ahead 52-51 with 8:22 remaining. The Knights would not give up the lead
holding the Rebels to one of 13 from the floor
for the rest of the game.
UNLV (1-2) had a chance to tie the game, but
guard Sheena Moore missed a driving layup
while forward RanDee Henry missed a putback. The ball went out of bounds with 1.8 seconds to go, and the Rebels had one more
PLEASE SEE

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Simply
pathetic
Pros set poor examples
for the college athletes

100-yard games
Haynes has recorded
in his career

UCF baseball Coach
Jay Bergman
announced the signing of 11 recruits for
the 2006 season.
Bergman believes
this recruiting class
is the program's best
in more than a
decade and will help
fill a number of
holes with position
players when the
Knights enter
Conference USA play
in two seasons. UCF
starts its last season
of Atlantic Sun play
Feb. 5 at home
against FIU.

-~

WOMEN ON A10

I've always been attracted to stu'
pidity.
It intrigues me, especially in professional sports. How someone can
make huge piles of cash and then
make an even bigger ass of himself
amazes me.
Unless you've been living in a cave •
in Tora Bora for the past three days,
you've witnessed the highlights - er,
· lowlights - of Friday night's brawl at
the close of the Detroit Pistons-Indi- •f
ana Pacers game.
I'll be honest I've hated the NBA
for years. The quality product on the
court is always overshadowed by •
some crybaby prima donna who feels
$75 million isn't enough to get by or
some morally impotent jerk v.iho
•
thinks women are play toys.
Friday night, my opinion of the
NBA sank to a new low.
These two· teams attacked each •
other over a meaningless foul, but
even worse they attacked fans. Players climbea into the stands and
assaulted fans.
It was like a combination of Anna
Nicole Smith's train wreck presentation at the American Music Awards
and a Hanson concert on acid It was •
just plain ugly.
The behavior of Ron Artest, Jermaine O'Neal, Steven Jackson and •
Ben Wallace was pathetic - Wallace
for starting the fight, O'Neal for suckel'.-punching a fan and Artest and
Jackson for climbing into the stands
and fighting fans.
.
If Artest and Jackson want, I
would gladly switch roles with them
and pull in fat paychecks and let peo- '
ple hit me with water bottles. I'd let
10,000 crazed NBA
drag me
backward through a pineapple patch •
for the checks these diaper-clad
Nancy's get
Of course the fans should take
some blame as well. Anyone with a f
pulse knows that Artest is a freaking
lunatic, but the Pistons fan who took
knuckle sandwiches from Artest and
O'Neal after running on the coUrt •
deserves every missing tooth. What
people are ignoring is that this guy
was actually running up on Artest •
until he was caught and taken down
Yoti don't run onto the court, just
like you don't run onto a baseball
field. There's an imaginary line that •
the fans aren't allowed to cross. But
that same line applies for the players.
Athletes, coaches and owners can
say whatever they want, but when it . •
all boils down, the fans wield the
power. How can these players justify
hitting the "people who idolize them? •
How can they turn around and pretend nothing is wrong when children
were crying in the stands?
More than anything, these players •
need to realize that in some way,
shape or·form they are role models.
Maybe not to an entire generation,
but, albeit sadly, there's a little kid •l
somewhere who idolizes Artest or
O'Neal
,...
Let's not forget about the athletes
who actually go to college, unlike
O'Neal, who was drafted out of high
·school, and work incessantly to be .
where the pro athletes are.
I find it just a tad ironic that these
NBA punks, some of whom have little to no college experience at all, are
the people setting the example for •
college athletes.
A perfect example took place at
the . close of Saturday's rivalry ,
matchup between Clemson and
South Carolina Both teams flood.eel
the fielQ. with brawls, but how would
they know any better? The pros are c
paving the way.
Artest has been suspended for the
season. but he should be expelled
•
permanently.
There's no need for fans to fight
back against the cowardice and muscle of these NBA players. The players
obviously don't care about the fans. , • i
· And that's too bad. The fans have
the real muscle.

fans

'

.,

Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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/. first A-Sun Tournament
I

•) ; Banged-up ladies
~ knocked out of
A-Sun first round

l'

:..

MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

The ghosts didn't show up at
UCF Arena on Friday morning.
After a tough regular season,
the Knights saw the conference
tournament as new life. It was a
chance to regain dominance that
UCF volleyball has shown in
years past over the Atlantic Sun
conference.
'We knew that in the back of
our minds that we beat them
two weeks ago here," said JU
Coach Kevin Paul. "They certainly weren't going to roll over
and die being the reigning
'' champs the last three seasons."
Eith~r the ghosts missed their
'· cue, or' decided to sleep in.
I'
Fourth · seeded Jacksonville
ran past UCF (28-30, 23-30, 323 34) in the opening :i;-ound of the
.< A-Sun tournament.
Game one went back and
r forth featuring six ties. Neither
.. team'was able to pull away gaining an advantage of more than
I three points.
Outside hitter Tanya Jarvis
•'. powered home five kills in the
:: opening game. Jarvis would
1 finish her final game as a
•; Knight with her fifth doubledouble of the season smacking
.: 14 kills and grabbing 16 digs.
UCF had a 27-26 advantage,
r: but two attack errors by out1: side hitter Schanell Neider' worder and middle blocker
.'..· ChazArah sparked a4-1JU run
leading the Dolphins to a 30-28
.;, opening game win.
-r
Both teams recorded 14 kills
2· in game two, but e,rrors proved
~· to be the difference as the JU
took game two 30-23.
-·
Middle blocker Amanda
~

~
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Amanda Stoutjesdyk and the UCF volleyball team lost to JU in the A-Sun tourney first round.

Stoutjesdyk led the Knights
The Dolphins proceeded to
with six of her 13 kills in game stay hot knocking off the top
two, but outside hitter Eva two teams in five games to capStoilova c<;>untered for JU with ture their first conference
five kills of her own.
championship, and a berth in
G;une three was much like the NCAA'.s.
game one. There were 14 ties
"It is an exciting moment for
overall with six of them coin- our program right now," Paul
ing after the game was even at said. "Our kids really wanted
22. UCF fended off three match this thing really bad this weekpoints before falling 34-32.
end, and we showed that."
The Knights finished the
"I'm in shock," Ward said.
season 8-15, its worst finish 'M we wanted to do was win,
since 1998. That was the season and come out here playing
before Coach Meg Colado with our hearts. We knew that
arrived in east Orlando.
we were physically ready for it,
Middle hitter Lindsay Ward but we were kind of scared if
paced JU with 14 kills on a we were mentally ready for it.
0.346 attack percentage while We showed that we were
four Dolphins recorded dou- today."
.
ble-digit digs on the back row.
. JU (15-13, 8-2 A-Sun) will
"We passed the ball very most likely face Florida in the
well," Paul said. "Our back row opening round of the NCAA
was phenomenal, and that's championships. The selection
what has got us on our hot show seedings· were not availstreak."
able at press time.

,1Mcintosh and defense get back at
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$350 Rain Vodka Orin.ks

$329 French Kiss Drinks
~350 shots of 99 Proof
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5 for
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scorer Carron Williams in the
third minute of the half, but
the Panthers they would have tb Mcintosh the A-Sun Defensive
embrace a defensive strategy Player of the year made a diving
even more intense ·than the one save.
that helped .them capture the AOne ofthe Panthers best scorSun regular season and tourna- ing chances came in the 53rd
ment championships. Their loss minute when UCF junior midon Nov. 7 to the Panthers can be fielder Billy Judino misplayed a·
blamed on a 13-minute defensive ball near the UCF goal tumirig it
lapse in which the Panthers pum- over to FIU's, Mario Franca. It
meled UCF, scoring three times.
seemed certain that Franca
The strategy of the Knights would score as he closed in on
relied on a more physical team Mcintosh uncontested, but his
brand of defense, which required shot hit the post, and the UCF
all 11 players on the field to con- defense was immediately able to
tribute defensively, including the clear the ball
forwards. The team pressure of
Just· minutes later, FIU put
the Knights would prove pivotal, extreme pressure on the Knights
as the Panthers were able to take by earning four comer kicks in
14 shots, but only got fwe of those just a minute and a halt: The UCF
shots on net due to the solid UCF defense was able to break up the
defensive presence.
first three comer kicks, and
In the first 25 minutes of Fri- Mcintosh put an end to the threat
day's match, FIU had a number with a spectacular leaping save
scoring chances, as they outshot afterahardshotfromFilYsLucas
UCF 4-0, but were only able to , Scudelei:
put one of those shots on net.
Mcintosh. the A-Sun DefenEarly in the 26th minute Barbn sive Player of the Year; made five
stole the ball from FIU, charged saves and recorded his second
through the defense, and ham- consecutive postseason shutout.
mered the ball just inside the left
UCF . freshman forward
post. The goal was the only UCF Adham Rashwan had a great
shot of the first half; compared to chance to extend the UCF lead in
six from the Panthers who went the 69th minute when he cut a ·
into the intermission trailing the pa5s behind the FIU defense and
Kni~ 1-0.
had a wide open shot at the net
The second half got off to a Rashwan blasted the ball inches
feverish start with a good scoring wide of the left post from close
chance from Fll's leading goal range, admitting later that he got

...
the field for the go-ahead score
to put them up 13-6.
Game MVP went to
Giddy Giddy's Luke 1'1eely, who
had three receptions for 15
yards, one carry for 3 yards, an
interception return for 12 yards
and converted a crucial extra
corner
point that put the game out of
lmsports.ucf.edu
reach for the Untouchables.
The Nightmares showed KD
HEATHER WEIBLE
that the only team that could
Contributing Writer
beat them hung'up their flags in
;r<
And the fall champions are ... the spring, defeating them 19-2.
The championship games in Game MVP went to Reneisha
., , flag footban and basketball were Brown-Lewis who completed 6
just as exciting as the rest of this for 14 passes for 60 yards and
two touchdowns.
?
season.
The Recreational Finals footThe Competitive Finals
ball game saw Giddy Giddy take between Show Stoppers and
on the underrated bunch from Out of Retirement should have
The Untouchables. It was close been an ad for Geritol Complete
until the final five minutes, as the average age per partici,when Giddy Gi~ drove down . pant was
least 68. After 18

a little too excited.
As the clock continued to
wind down, FIU's desperation
began to show. The final ten minutes brought high drama in
Miami as the Panthers pressured
UCF net time after time, only to
be sent away empty handed by a
stingy UCF defense.
'We all defend togethe1;" junior midfielder Alejandro Gessen
said. "The team spirit with this
group is the best we've ever had.
No matter what the pressure, you
know the person next to you isn't
' going to give up. We all play
together and we all defend
together; that was the key."
The UCF defense was simply
up to the challenge, and better
than the gifted FIU offense. For
the third-straight year a season
ended at FIU, but this time UCF
is advancing and FIU is going
home.
"It just proves that everything
we've been working on has paid
oft:'' Gessen said. ·~ lot ofus have
been together for the last .t hree
years, and we've achieved alot of
our goals, but this is the most

'+ '

gratifying.''

The Knights will now travel to
Wmston Salem, N.C. to face topseeded Wake Forest tomorrow. It
is not unreasonable to think that
.t he Knights can compete with the
No. I Demon Deacons, considering Wake struggled to beat FIU in
overtime earlier this season.
years playing.intramural.at UCF,
Out of Retirement went back
into retirement with a 26-22
loss. Game MVP was Show
Stoppers' James Panui, who
caught 3 passes for 66 yards and
two touchdowns.
The basketball championships all ended in decisive
fashion as Devos Sports Management defeated Burnt Toast,
53-41, for the recreational title;
The Ballas defeated TUMS, 3525, for the women's title, and
The Squad defeated Lone
Rangers, 49-33, in the Competitive Finals.
Today is the start of the next
intramural season. Volleyball
begins today and soccer begins
next week.
·
Sign up for bench press at
http://www.imsports.ucf.edu.
The sign-up d dline is Nov. 29.
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Women show
big offense in
season opener
FROM

chance.
Forward Sequoia Holmes had her jumper in
the paint blocked, and time expired giving the
Knights a 60-58 victory.
·
Center Ali Roberts chipped in ll points
while forward Takira Allen added 10 points.
UCF shot 51 percent from the floor, and
exploited UNLV's depth in the post, outscoring
the Rebels 36-26 in the paint.
UCF also won the rebounding battle 37-35
·headlined by forward Shelby Weber's seven
boards.
·
UNLV led for most of the first half, and
were up 27-23 with two minutes to go. UCF
closed the half on a 6-0 spurt capped by guard
Shayla Smith's lay-up giving the Knights a 2927 advantage going into the locker room.
Guard Shana Coleman hit a trey to put
UNLV up 34-33 early in the second half. The
lead changed hands three times before forward
Kisha Lee's tip-in gave the Rebels a 46-43
advantage before UCF went on a 9-2 spurt.
The Knights play at Northern Arizona
tonight at 9 p.m. before returning for their
home opener Friday afternoon against future
Conference USA rival Southern Miss. Tip-off
is slated for noon at the UCF Arena.

AL GRILLO I ASSOCIATED PRESS

,Senior guard Kingsley Edwards tu med the ball over six times against Utah State, but more than made up for it with a late 3-pointer to give the Knights the lead for good.

AB

mid-major team in the nation. were
,the beneficiaries of sloppy play by
the Knights in the first half. UCF
foul trouble gave Utah State 14
chances from the free throw line in
the first half. The Aggies made 11 of
their free throws. The Knights, on
the other hand, visited the free
throw line zero times in the first
half and only five times in the second half
Will Bakanowsky fouled out in
the second half but the game was
paced again by UCF's newest junior college additions. Anthony

Williams scored nine points, while
Marcus Johnson and Justin Rose
each had seven points. Gary Johnson led both teams with ll points.
Utah State had three players
score 10 points, but UCF countered
that with its trademark defense,
forcing 10 turnovers.
Prior to Saturalay night's upset
of Utah State, the Knights knocked
off tournament host Alaska-Fairbanks 74-63 Thursday night in the
first round.
Williams made a huge impact in
his first game as a Knight, dropping
21 points on the Nanooks (2-1).
Bakanowsky also had a huge sea-

•
•
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Scouting Northern Arizona

Edwards comes through in the clutch
FROM

AB

The Lumberjacks are coming off a 59-50 setback at Pacific on Friday night. NAU has a solid
foundation of players returning from last year's
squad along with a few new additions.
Shooting guard Nicky Easen, who sat out
last season due to the NCAA transfer rule, tallied 13 points and nine rebounds in her debut as
a Lumberjack. Point guard Kim Winkfield,
returning from a tom ACL, dished out nine
assists in the season opener.
In the paint forward Alyssa Wahl returns as
a key player for the Ll,lID.berjacks this season
Last season she was the Big Sky Outstanding
Freshman-of-the-Year, pacing the squad in
rebounding as a freshman and ranking second
on the team in points per game with 12.6.
After taking on UCF, NAU will host Air
Force, Albany and New Mexico State in a
Thanksgiving Tournament this weekend.
This is the first meeting between the two
schools.

son opener, scoring 13 points and ·four of them came out with wins.
pulling in six boards against Alas- UCF obviously had its win over Utah
State, and the Knights were joined by
ka.
The Knights took on New Mex- Mercer, Gardner-Webb and Georgia
ico State in the final round of the State in the win column. Troy providTop of the World Classic last night, ed the only kSun loss ofthe night, an
however results were not available 89-80 defeat at the hands of non-conat press time.
ference opponent Wmthrop.
UCF hosts its home opener
Campbell fell victim to turnovers
Wednesday at 7 p.m. against Puer- and missed free throw as the Camels
to Rico-Mayaguez, a team that has fell 64-52 to Furman Friday night.
become an annual punching bag Campbell wasn't alone in the loss colfor the Knights.
umn Friday night as Jacksonville fell
to Florida 81-59 and FAU was rubbed
out 65-62 by FIU. Stetson threw a win
Around the Atlantic Sun
Five A-Sun teams were in action on the board as the Hatters knocked
on the hardcourt Saturday night, and off Flagler 63-51.

•

•

State & Nation

Got aTicket?

Zook leaves on high note
TALLAHASSEE - This
one was for The Zooker.
Chris Leak threw a touchdown, Ciatrick Fason ran for a
score and Florida upset Florida State (No. 8 ESPN/USA
Today, No.10 AP) 20-13 Saturday night to win in Tallahassee
for the first time since 1986.
It also gave fired coach Ron
Zook a victory in his fmal reg' ular-season game.
Condemned since the day
~ he replaced Steve Spurrier in
2002, Zook finally did some. thing the ol' ball coach didn't
in his 12 glorious seasons with
the Gators. He won at Florida
State.
• The players carried Zook
off the field, and the coach
flashed a big smile that had
been missing for much of his
three seasons.
"I congratulated them ·for a
great job, a great effort," Zook·
said he told his players after
the game. "I thanked them for
just hanging in there and not
quitting."
{
~
·The Gators (7-4) ended any
legitimate chance the Seminoles had of earning a third
straight Bowl Championship
Series berth. Florida State (83) still could finish tied for the
Atlantic Coast Conference
title but probably would lose
all
tiebreaker
scenarios
because of its BCS ranking,
which is expected to drop
Monday.
Florida also spoiled a special night for longtime Seminoles coach Bobby Bowden.
Before the game, the school
named its playing surface .
"Bobby Bowde n Field" and
unveiled a 20-by-30 foot
stained glass window at the
stadium featuring Bowden's
likeness.
Spurrier - 0-5-1 in six trips
to Tallahassee - must have
loved the upset, too.
The Gators threw with relative ease agp.inst Florida
State's vaunted defense. Leak
finished 19-for-39 for 231 yards
• with an interception.
·
Zook's farew ell fairytale
almost turned into a redemption story for Florida State,
though.
Embattled
quarterback
Chris Rix came off the bench
and threw a touchdown pass
with 8:30 to play that cut the
lead to 13-10.
Rix also drove the Semi, noles to the 18-yard line in the
waning seconds, but his last

•
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pass was intercepted by Jarvis
Harris with 8 seconds 'to play.
Rix finished 9-of-16 for 150
yards.
Florida
players
then
grabbed a bucket of water and
drenched Zook. They quickly
surrounded him and started
jumping up and down as they
hoisted him into the air and
carried him toward midfield.
After h e shook hands with
Bowden and did a few interviews, the players raised him
up again and carried him off.
Zook pumped his right fist
and then held the game ball up
high as he exited into a tunnel.
After the game, he again
said he hasn't decided
whethe r to coach the bowl
game.
,
"There have been so many
things go through my mind the
last month," Zook said. "I just
love these players and I'm so
happy and I'm so proud of
them. I can't say enough for
them, about them or how good
they are. Young guys get better. The only way you get better is play."

South Ca1"91ina gets cockier
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Lou
Holtz wanted his South Carolina players to focus on their
game against Clemson. They
suddenly have a lot more on
their minds.
Holtz will retire as coach at
South Carolina after the season, The Associated Press
learned Thursday night, apparently paving the way for Steve
Spurrier to replace him.

tJ

Holtz told his players before State newspaper as he left a dinthe team's fmal regular-season ner honoring his Dulce team that
practice, according to a source won the Atlantic Coast Conferclose to the program who ence championship in 1989.
spoke on condition of
''In respect to Coach (Holtz),
anonymity. All season, the 67- I'm not in the loop until he does
year-old Holtz said he was his thing," Spurrier said. "It's
worn ou~, and even said Spurri- inappropriate for me to· talk
er would be a good choice to about it until Coach Holtz does
succeed him.
his thing and their season is
On Wednesday, South Car- over."
Spurrier and Holtz are
olina comerback Fred Bennett
said Holtz promised the play- friends. Spurrier helped Holtz's
ers he would tell them first wife, Beth! obtain an appointwhen he decided about next ment with Florida's NCAA facyear. "So I respect him for that," ulty adviser Dr. Nicholas Cassisi
for treatment for her throat canBennett said.
A report in The Tennessean cer. When Beth HoltZ was in the
of Nashville had Spurrier tak- university's surgical center for
ing over and the. announce- several weeks, Spurrier's wife,
ment coming next week. Other Jerri, checked on her several
reports said Spurrier and South times to see what she needed.
Carolina agreed to a contract
''He didn't have to do any of
between $1.5 million and $2 that,'' Holtz said in 1999. "He's
got a million other things on his
million.
If Spurrier 'd ecides to coach mind. I was out of coaching."
the Gamecocks, he would face
Spurrier, 59, went 20-13-1 in
his old team next season on three seasons at Duke before
Nov. 12, when Florida comes to taking over at Florida, his alma
Williams-Brice Stadium.
mater, in 1990. The Gators won
An announcement regard- six Southeastern Conference
ing Spurrier, who won a nation- championships and the 1996
al championship at Florida, is . national title under Spurrier. He
expected next week, the news- posted 122 victories over 12 seapaper said, citing an anony- sons, tormented opponents
mous source close to the situa- with his offensive flair and witty
one-liners, and left town with
tion
South Carolina athletic the best winning percentage in
director Mike McGee wouldn't league history.
confirm or deny the reports.
Spurrier ~bruptly left after
Several .calls to Spurrier's the 2001 season. taking over the
agent, Jimmy Sexton. were not Washington Redskins. He
resigned after two seasons with
returned.
"It's pretty obvious it's going a 12-20 record.
to happt:n_Spurrier told a
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
reporter
The (Columbia)

t
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Two Free tickets to the

·MTV.Mov·ie Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student
l.D. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events* between now·and the end of
.Men's Basketball _Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!
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For a listing of sports schedules,
log onto www.ucfathletics.com
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*includes football, volleyball, men and women's soccerand men and women's basketball
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BETWEEN THE LINES- UCF VS. KENT STATE

Flashes hot on winning stre~
.,

Knights face tough
·
challenge against
Kent State's Cribbs
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

••

The score at press time:
UCF Men's Basketball 2, UCF
Football 0.
George O'Leary's troops
will try to get on the board at
home against Kent State Tuesday night in their final contest
of the regular season.
It's Senior Day at the Citrus
Bowl, as UCF says goodbye to
11 players taking the field in
black and gold for the final
time. Finishing their career
with a victory against Josh
Cribbs and the Kent State
Golden Flashes would be a
mce way to send them off into
the sunset.
Let's break it down ...

UCFoffense
vs. Kent State defense
Advantage: Kent State

r

The reason.why is because
UCF's defense has stepped
Kent State's defense is tops in it up the past two games, givthe MAC. They rank 15th-best ing up 254 and 259 total yards
nationally, giving up just 302 against Ball State and Ohio,
yards per game. Although respectively. They have
teams have managed to score improved their rank from
against them (24 points among the worst in the nation
allowed per game), that is to the middle of the pack in
because KSU's offense has the NCAA, surrendering an
turned the ball more than 21 average of 390 offensive yards
times this season, putting the per game this season (7th in
defense in tough field posi- the MAC). ·with Stanford
tion. Linebacker Eric Mahl Rhule and Travonti Johnson
leads the defense with 94 tack- out for the season with
les, and defensive lineman injuries, the burden has fallen
Justin Parrish, who leads all of on backup linebackers Gerren
Division I-A with 13 sacks to Bray and James Cook. Bray
his credit, and is facing an has bee:q a recent surprise,
offensive line that has surren- with 41 tackles after stepping
dered 44 sacks in 10 games. in for Rhule. Paul Carrington
Thanksgiving's feast may has also stepped up of late,
come early for Parrish, as well with two sacks and an interas .KSU's secondary, where .ception against Ohio.
cornerback Usama Young
Magic number: 200 leads with three picks in 2004. The Golden Flashes are 4-0
Magic number: 100 - If this season when rushing for
Alex Haynes rushes for 100. more than 200 yards. When
yards, he will become UCF's held to less than 200, they are
all-time leader in 100-yard 0-6.
games, surpassing the man _he
passed for the UCF all-time UCF special teams
rushing mark; Willie English.
vs. Kent State special teams

UCF has been in search of
an offense since the season Kent State offense
opener against Wisconsin. vs. UCF defense
Despite some flashes of bril- Advantage: Kent State
KSU's offense begins and
liance, they remain dead l~st
in the MAC in. total offense ends with quarterback Josh
and scoring, averaging 267.1 Cribbs. He is the active career
yards and just over 15 points leader in rushing yards in the
per game, respectively. UCF's MAC, and is one of just three
offensive production is next- · players in the history of colto-worst nationally entering lege football to have back-tothe final week of the season. back 1,000 rush yards to 1,000
Although Alex Haynes contin- pass yards seasons. He needs
ues to produce on the ground,- 162 rushing yards Tuesday
averaging 94 yards per game, against UCF to become the
the passing game hasn't found first player in history with
a rhythm all. season, despite three l,000-1,000 seasons. On
three different quarterbacks top of that, he's also 174 pass
taking snaps. UCF's team pass yards short of a 2,000-1,000
efficiency is 85th in the nation, season. Cribbs has also gotten
and they average just 167 yards help from his backfield mate,
per game through the air. David Alston, wl;io is second
Steveri Moffett gets the start on the team with 614 rushing
again, in place of the injured yards. KSU's passing attack is
Kyle Israel, and he will have a not to be overlooked, howevtough time hooking up with er, . as Cribbs' favorite aerial
Mike Walker, Luther Huggins target, Darrell Dowery, leads
the team With 55 catches.
.and Tavaris Capers.

nents have blocked seven
kicks this season. Abram Elam
is averaging more than nine
yards per punt return, and
Dowery has the Ion~ punt
return touchdown .this year
for the Flashes. Alston has
been a solid kickoff returner
this season, in addition to his
regular rushing duties.

Magic number: 15 Numberofpuntreturnsoppo-,
nents have had this season
against Kent State.

Coaching and intangibles
Advantage: UCF

Let's face it. UCF does not
want to finish their season as
the lone winless team in Division I-A by losing at home on
Senior Day. Kent State
destroyed UCF in last season's
matchup, but that was at Kent.
UCF won the last meeting in
the Citrus Bowl in 2002, 3i-6,
and leads the overall series 2-1.
Meanwhile, Kent State is coming off a school-record 69point offensive explosion
against Eastern Michigan in
their last game, and has won
three in a row after starting 1Advantage: Even
.
UCF's kicking game has 6.
O'Leary hasn't won a game
struggled throughout the year.
place-kicker Matt Prater is as a college coach since 2001.
9/14 this season, but has This season marks the longest
missed five of his last eight losing streak of his coaching
since he's been battling a hip career. He will try to break this
flexor. Punter Aaron Horne personal streak and UCF's
still cannot drag his average longest-ever losing streak a
above 40 yards per kick, and program on Tuesday night at
this hurts kick coverage, as · home.
opponents are averaging more
Kent State coach Doug
than 12 yards per return. Hug- Martin replaced Dean Pees
gins is one of the few bright this off-season, when Pees
spots on special teams, aver- elec.ted to take an assistant
aging 22 yards per kickoff coaching job with the New
return, and Capers is still a England Patriots. He got his
threa~ returning punts, with
first win against Division I-AA
·one touchdown on the season, Liberty in the second game of
but he has only returned 18 the season, but lost the ·next
punts per season.
five before beating Ohio. KSU
Kent State's kicking game has won three in a row coming
4_as also struggled this season, in.
with place-kicker Travis
Magic number: 42.3 Mayle missing seven of his 13 Average number of points the
attempts this season. Punter winning team has scored in
Josh Brazen averages a solid these schools' three previous
43.1 yards per punt, but oppo- match-ups.

as

Fans often scarce
near Turkey Day

•..

*
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FROM A8

preparations for Cribbs. ''Y_"ou hope
that you can some way get that done
Kent State's winning streak might in practice. It's not usually a quarternot gamer any attention from ESPN, back. It's a defensive back or wide
but it should definitely catch the eyes receiver that has some quarterback
of the Knights. The Flashes have experience from high school that can
outscored their opponents 144-40· give you an idea of the speed. and
over the ·past three games and are what he can do in a game."
•
coming off a 69-17 thrashing of EastUCF also had a lot oftrouble with
ern Michigan on Nov.13.
the Flashes' defense in last season's
shouldering the offensive load for loss. Sophomore defensive back
the Flashes is senior Joshua Cribbs, Usama Young . tormented. the
who has been the total package as Knights last year and forced four
quarterback for Kent State this yeai: turnovers. This season he leads Kent
Cribbs is on pace to pass for 2,000 ·State with three interceptions.
~
yards and rush for 1,000 yards.
But as always, it's the running
"He's a very good football playei;'' game that UCF will have to defend
O'Leary said "There are guys that The Knights are still allowing 193.S
make plays, and he does more than rushing yards per game, and the
that. He's an outstanding football Flashes are registering 1582 rushing
player that creates a lot of matchup yards per game.
:
problems because of what he does.
Cribbs is certainly the catalyst of
He's just very creative with what.he the offense, but running back David
does, and they have a great scheme Alston also has recorded 614 ~
that really accentuates his athletic. and 11 touchdowns this season.
'
ability. It really makes everyone else
''Their running back does a goocJ.
around him better because of what job of going north and south,'r
he can do:'
O'Leary said of Alston. ''They
Cribbs is averaging 153 rushing make use of the talents of the quar:yards per game over the Flashes' terback. The key to that game is that
three-game winning streak and has you have to tackle. You can't miss
scored four touchdowns in those tackles because both ofthose guys
games.
can get into your secondary real
"We've faced quarterbacks that quick. If you are going to spy him,
have had the same type of athletic you have to put someone on him that
ability," O'Leary added. "What has can catch him, [with] the ability to
impressed me with Josh is that he is tackle him in the open field"
not only quick, but he runs very hard
The other obstacle UCF will race
He's always going forward, and he's is bringing in a home crowd For the
picking up a lot of hidden yardage."
past two seasons, the Knights have
Preparing for Cnbbs proves to be had problems drawing a significant
just as tough a challenge as actually home crowd during the Thanksgivracing him UCF lost to Kent State36- ing week. Much like tomorrow
16 last season and Cribbs did his night's game, the Thanksgiving week
share of the offensive damage, pass- games have also been the season
ing for two touchdowns.
finales for the past two years.
O'Leary said his plan to defend
Last year the Knights drew only
Cribbs gets a little creative in prac- 12,902 fans against Miami of Ohio.
tice, but he also concedes that it's They had just 12,462 in 2002 against
hard to precisely mirror a player of Ohio.
his calibet:
While O'Leary and the Knights
''What you have to do is get some- hope that the Tuesday game can
one that can move their feet and real- draw the students to the Citrus Bowl
ly make your defense aware of the · before they head home for the holispeed he's going to attack you with," day, the winless season may already
said O'Leary of the Knights' practice have driven th~ away.
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MAC Recap

Miami wins .East,West for grabs
of BG's sails on Saturday when
In the third, Wolfe broke into
Northern Illinois slipped past the open for a 70-yard touchEastern Michigan 34-16. The down, his second of the day, and
Running
backs
Luke Huskies' win eliminated the Fal- NIU never looked back. Adriel ·
Clemens and Brandon Murphy cons from the Western Division .Hansbro then ripped off a Matt
comomed for 230 yards on the race.
Bohnet pass on the ensuing posground lifting Miami to a 37-27
Offense will be showcased in session, and Haldi hit Brad Cieswin over Akron. The win gives this match-up as the Falcons lak from three yards out i> put
the RedHawks their second lead the league and are fourth in the Eagles (4-7, 44 MAC) away.
Bohnet was intercepted five
consecutive MAC East crown.
the NCAA posting 43.9 points
With the game tied at 27, per contest.
·
times as NIU won the turnover
Murphy capped an eight play
Quarterback Omar Jacobs battle 6-0. The Huskies now
drive with a 35-yard touchdown shredded Marshall's defense for await Tuesday's result from the
scamper to put the RedHawks 389 passing yards and five GlasS ·Bowl in Toledo.
ahead with 14:09 remaining.
touchdowns last week. Only a
Akron quarterback Charlie .sophomore, Jacobs smashed Central Michigan 41,
Frye threw for 436 yards and school records for touchdown Ball State 40
three touchdowns, but the Red- passes in a season (32), and conIn the most entertaiiiing
Hawks defense sacked him secutive pass attempts without . MAC game of the weekend, Ball
three times holding the Zips (6- an interception (224).
State (2-9, 2-6 MAC) blew a 27-0
5, 6-2 MAC) scoreless in the
Jacobs is second in the first qUarter advantage, as Jetry
final stanza.
nation, racking up 348 yards of Seymour capped a 29-carry 217Frye moved into third place total offense per game, and is yard day by scoring from three
all-time in MAC history sur- third in the country in passing yards out with 4:57 left:, giving the
Chippewas (~7, 3-5 MAC) the
passing ll,000 career passing efficiency.
·
yards.
The BG defense has been victory on Seniqr DaY.
His counterpart; Josh Betts, overshadowed all season by its ·
Ball State qu;nterback Joey
passed for 208 yards and two offense, and is first in the MAC Lynch went 22/34 for 397 yards
scoring strikes. One of them giving up only 19.8 points per and four touchdowns, with three
of those in the first period Howwas to wide receiver MiGhael game.
Larkin, who caught four passes
However
the
Falcons' ever, the point-after-try after his
for 62 yards. Larkin broke an defense will have its hands full second touchdown pass, a 52· _~CAA mark by catching a pass with a Toledo offense that is not yarder to Dante Ridgeway, was
in his 48th consecutive game.
too shabby itsel£ The Rockets blocked, and following an 11-yard
Akron jumped' out to an come in averaging 33.8 points toudtdown run by Adell Givens,
early 14-3 lead behind a 67-yard per game led by senior signal- BSU failed on a 2-point conver-"'bomb from Frye to wide receiv- · caller Bruce Gradkows}.<l.
sion .attempt, going up just 19-0.
er Dominik Hixon.
Gradkowski is clipping at Lynch then threw a touchdown
The RedHawks battled back, Jacob's heels rolling to 303.6 pass to Michael Steinhaus, and
and took their first lead at 20·17 yards per game, third in the hit Ridgeway on a 2-point conwhen Betts found wide receiver NCAA, and is sixth in the nation version to extend the first qiiarJosh Williams from 26 yards out. in passing efficiency.
ter lead to 27-0.
Miami extended the lead to 27This match-up proves to be a
Then CMU stormed back,
17 on a four-yard run by track meet at the Glass Bowl. scoring four straight touchClemens; who finished with 140 The tean;t that has the ball last, downs of its own, including an
rushing yards.
or whichever defense makes a 89-yard pass from Kent Smith to
Akron didn't go away as Frye big play will win the shoot-out.
Justin Harper, tying the game at
hooked up with Hixon to cut the '
27 at the half. Ball State then
margin to 27-24, and evened the Northern Illinois 34,
opened up a 10-point lead on a
game on a Jason Swiger 45-yard Eastern Michigan 16
field goal and a 47-yard touchfield goal.
Garrett Wolfe had a day for down pass from Lynch to Adell
Miami (8-3, 7-l MAC) will the ages against the Eagles, run- Givens. After a Smith touchplay for the league title at Ford ning for an incredible 325 yards down pass pulled CMU within
Field in Detroit on Dec. 2. The on 43 carries with two scores, as three, Ball State got another field
RedHawks await the results of NIU (8-3, 7-1 MAC) did their part goal to take a 40-34 lead Then
the Bowij.ng Green-Toledo to stay alive in the hunt for the Seymour's third touchdown run
game tomorrow.
MAC West title.
of the day gave the Chippewas a
Josh Haldi complemented one-point lead, and the defense
Wolfe's phenomenal perform- held Ball State on their final drive
#24 Bowling Green {8-2, 6-1
ance by going 17/27 for 158 yards with 30 seconds left for the victoMAC) at Toledo (7-3, 6-1 MAC)
All Bowling Green can do and two touchdowns. The game ry.
now is play spoiler. It's a simple was tied at 13 in the second periDante Ridgeway finished
formula for Toledo. Wm and the od, but Haldi's 41-yard prayer at with 215 yards on 10 catclies and
Rockets will join Miami in the th~ end of the first half was a touchdown, and Adell Givens
MAC Championship game.
answered by Shatone Powers, ran 31 times for 147 yards and two
t:< The wind ~ knocked out
giving NIU \be lead at halftime.
touchdowns ~losing effort.

MATT DUNAWAY & JEFF SHARON
Staff Writers
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Before you
leave for
Thanksgiving:

L

0 Bag up dirty laundry

r

8 Throw out old

pi~za

boxes

• Enroll in a Kaplan
test prep course!

There's still time to enroll in a Kaplan LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, MCAT, DAT, OAT or P~AT* course. Call today!
/

KAPLAN

1-BOO~KAP-TEST

kaptest.com

Test Prep and Admissions
~Test
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OUR STANCE

More SGA activities
will
cost
students
'O

n Thursday, the SGA Sen'
ate approved a resolution
that would recommend an
•increase in the Activity and Service Fee at UCF.
When the Senate makes a
resolUtion, especially one
approved as overwhelmingly as
the increase was, it speaks for
the entire student body. The
interpretation, especially by the
UCF Board of Trustees, is that
' the increase is wanted by most
students at UCF.
It's hard to imagine any stu'dent wanting more money
:taken out of his pocket, even if
'. the money is going toward a
' good thing. Sure, the money is
:supposedly to help recover
from the series of hurricanes
'that hit UCF, as well as keeping
the operating costs of the new
pool and the soon-to-reopen
'Student Resource Center under
·control.
But students don't get a
.direct say in how the money is
:spent -they have to just trust
;SGA and the band of fighting
•students to decide what's best
.for the student body. They
already have $8 million to make
,a deci!?ion on, students may be
·wondering if SGA really needs
another million.
SGA Comptroller Nick
Merolle stressed at Thursday's
,meeting that the current Activi,ty and Service Fee is in the low·to-mid range when compared to
1

I

'

the fee at other state universities. The current fee is $8.09 a
credit hour, which is $1.13 less
than the state average. The average is $9.22, which UCF will go
over by 15 cents if the increase
is approved by the Board of
Trustees at the Nov. 30 meeting.
Sure, when compared to the
New College of Florida, where
students pay $13.25 in Activity
and Service Fees each credit
hour, UCF students are getting a
bargain.
What the comptroller failed
to mention - and every senator
failed to realize - is that UCF
already has the highest tuition
and required fees in the state.
Matriculation fees - or how
much students pay for each
hour worth of credit - is set by
the state. Every student in a
public university in Florida pays
$63.41 for each credit hour of
undergraduate, resident tuition.
It's when those voluntary
fees come in that UCF students
are slammed. When adding up
tuition to the Activity and Service Fee, the athletic fee ($ll.09),
the health fee ($6) and the
access and transportation fee
($3.90); UCF's required fees
shoot up to $100.42. That is the
highest in the state.
That's $4.18 - per credit
hour - above the average. With
the Activity and Service Fee
increase, UCF will force undergraduate, resident students to

pay $5.46 more than the state
average. Adding that up for a
full-time student (30 credit
hours a year) and we're talking
about UCF costing $163.80 more
than most in-state university
students pay.
Those who are non-residents
and graduates are paying even
more for "the. pleasure of attending UCF.
Student senators were not
given this information. Despite
the fact that school pride is
prevalent in the SGA, surely
most of them realli:e a degree
from UCF isn't worth more than
a degree from the University of
Florida.
When confronted with the
information of how the increase
in student fees will affect the
overall fees that students pay to
attend UCF, the senators surely
would have thought twice about
supporting such a resolution.
·Unfortunately, they never
had a chance to become more
informed, since the legislation
was put on the agenda, pushed
down to third reading and
passed during just one meet· g
- bending the rules and preventing any students from
telling the senators the truth about the increase.
Next time the Senate speaks
for the entire student body, they
should at least be knowledgeable about the legislation and
everything it implies. ·

.

OUR STANCE

·r

Republican budget·
rolls _on through

he lame duck u.s. con~ess passed the final
approval to a $388 billion
budget that contains several
large cuts on issues that matter
to youth. The new spending bill
places cuts on everything from
environmental cleanup projects
to federal education plans for the
next few years.
The bill passed in the House
by a measure of a bipartisan 34451 margin, while 65-30 in the Senate.
The Democrats offered little
resistance to the GOP in the
passing of the bill despite many
'of the key issues going against
liberal thought. Democraticbacked provisions on overtime,
military spending and education
dollars are just a few of the
issues that were dropped from
the bill. The easy passage of this
1bill just goes to show the true
'power of the Republican party
;ind their domtnance in Con,gress and the White House.
, Like almost every bill that
gets passed in Washington, the
document will not be read by
many of the representatives simply because of the length. The
only people who actually know
of all the contents are those who
wrote the bill, the GOP.
The bill stands at 14 inches
•tall, a towering achievement of
the Republicans in their master
plan to keep everyone in the
dark about their economic plans.
Congress approved the bill
,late Friday night in hopes that

some of the funding would help
Afghaiiistan.
the war on terror. The fiscal year
With the passing ofYasser
for America begins on Oct. 1, but Arafat, the United States can't
for the past seven weeks Conhelp but look at the problems
that lie ahead for Israel. To help
gress has been worrying about
elections instead of their elected
their No. 1 Middle Eastern ally,
duties.
the bill provides Israel with a $73
The belated bill for the first
million increase in military aid
time ever contains $300 million · which brings their yearly total to
in military assistance for Pak$2.2 billion. On top of that, Israel
istan, a plan designed to beef up
will get $360 million in economthat country's armed forces. The
ic assistance alone.
military funding will be much
In the war between Israel and
the Palestinians it comes down ·
appreciated in a region that is
tattered with constant violent
to the fact that a minority runs
flare-ups.
the majority. We qm look back at
It shows that the United
history and figure out reasons
States is planning on heavy Pakfor the U.S. support but how do
istan support to help hunt down
we expect to gain respect in the
suspected Al-Qaeda in that
Muslim world when we fund a
remote region. The spending
nation that brutalizes so many?
helps reasstire Americans that
The new budget isn't all
there will in fact not be a draft
about funding war and killing
and other. military roads will be
terrorists, it has some other great
taken instead.
plans ahead. It cuts environmen• The Bush administration has
tal funding from national parks
recently informed Congress that
maki.J1.g it possible for developers
it planned to provide a possible
to have access to government$13·billion arms package for Pak- protected lands. After all, tanks
istan in the future. The package
and missiles can't work without
would include P-3C Orion surthe necessary oil resource~.
veillance planes to survey bor"I'm very proud of the fact ·
ders and watch the niovements
that we held the line and made
of terrorists, warlords and drug
Congress make choices and set
smugglers.
priorities, because it follows our
It would be the largest sale of philosophy," said Republican
U.S. military weapons to Pak- .
Majority Leader Tom DeLay of
Texas. The Republicans can pass
istan since sanctions against
any bill they wish barring some
Islamabad were lifted in late
2001. All of that coming as a
major national uprising but as
reward for supporting U.S. forces seen in the recent elections, it
fighting Taliban and Al-Qaeda
doesn't seem that will be happening_ anytime soon.
forces in neighboring

(eutraf 'foriba ~ture

(.
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READER VIEWS
'Alexander' true to history

The free screening of Alexander last
Wednesday evening - advertised for and
directed toward UCF students - was both
an exhilarating and an extremely depressing
ex.perience for me. As a professor of Greek
and Roman history, I was struck by the director's efforts to strive for historical accuracy in
the film. The film carefully recreated one of
the most documented battles of Alexander's
campaign anc:l gave a clear sense of Alexander's personal and military setbacks as he
traveled farther east.
The film was also frank in depicting what
all Alexander and ancient historians know that Alexander's closest personal relationship
was with a man of his own age and that his
"orientation" was, at least in today's parlance,
bisexual if not primarily homosexual.
However, the audience at this advance
screening - which I can only assume was
composed mostly of UCF students - reacted in an appalling, primitive, and embarrassing manner to the few scenes in which
Alexander's sexual attraction and deep love
for other men was depicted.
Many members of the audience laughed,
moaned, booed and reacted in ways unfitting
to the general public, much less to those who
are - at least so they claim - securing an
education in a university. An open mind may
not be an admission requirement at UCF, but,
if you leave here without one, we, your teachers, have failed you.
At the very least, the audience reaction to
Alexander demonstrates the pressing need
for UCF to maintain a culture of openness,
acc~ptance and understanding, specifically
for those in the Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender community on this campus. I have
been naive enough to believe that this generation of students is more sophisticated and
more tolerant of difference than those that
· have gone before. I was shocked out of that
naivete when I heard a young man sneer,
''.Alexander the Gay'' as he left the theater.
The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student

Union is attempting to document every
instance of homophobic behavior, violence
and slander that it can in order to demonstrate to our campus leaders that anti-discrimination protection is needed at UCF.
How can we claim to be a 21st century,
research-focused community of scholars
when barbarism is permitted to flourish?
- JONATHAN PERRY

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Hire better drivers
As a Tivoli resident, I was glad to see that
John Clark ["Free rides, big problem" Oct. 28]
plans on adding another bus to our busy
route. However, I completely disagree. with
his reasoning that the students are to blame
for late arrivals.
If a student has to wait 45 minutes before
a bus even arrives at the stop, it is the fault of
the driver, not the student. Some bus drivers
are known to wait at the on-campus stops for
the bus to fill up before leaving campus; I
have waited as long as 30 minutes on the bus
before the driver leaves campus: This is an
inconvenience to the students who need to
get home and to the students waiting at the
apartments.
Until last week, Ron drove the Route 6
shuttle for the p.m. shift. However, like other
drivers, he was known to wait around on
campus and skip stops. On several occasions
he was found parked in the back of Tivoli
smoking, a cigarette, eating or taking a nap. It
wasn't until Ron got in an accident that he
was finally replaced. But not all of the bus
drivers are as irresponsible. Our am. driver,
Tony, is extraordinarily efficient in timing his
stops. He is friendly and courteous to the students. Thanks Tony!
Mr. Clark, please realize that the shuttles
can only be as efficient as the drivers. I
would (almost) prefer to battle for a parking
space than deal with the incompetence of
some of the drivers. Hire more drivers with
professionalism.

(

-TEJOKUN

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full nameand phonenumber. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonlineat www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'How should SGA spend
additional activity funds?'

,,

(J

LEAH SIMMONS

MICHAEL PETROVICH

JACQUELINE MILLER

Nursing

Physics

Liberal studies

"Amusic festival would be nice, with all
genres ofmusic instead of just rock all
thetime."

"I'd like to see Robin Williams, he is the
ultimate comedian."

"I'd want to see Incubus or maybe they
could do something really radical for
Late Knights."
·
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NINA JO WOLF

GALEN MINARDI

LIZ KURQODYNA

Nursing

Criminal justice

Forensic science

"I really want tQ seea Brand New concert.I think a~ of students would."

"More concerts, of co~se, and finish
the new pool asSOOlfflS possible."

"I'd liketo see D_AveMatthewsBand, so
we could all jus~hill and jam out."

.,
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100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Tune
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Servkes

175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive
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525 Events: Greek life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5. p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UC}!news.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
U.niv. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

500 Events

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

..

LOVE PETS?

·1

Drivers I Fliers needed, $6-12/hr
Apply at California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonial Drive.

FT groomer/PT kennel help in Oviedo.
Experienced orily. Pet Bowmque.
407-366-8187.

(tutn( '1lria 31rtun

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly. ·

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed ~ery Friday.

PAYMENT METHODS

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
' local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
•Reaching Oviedo; Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
• Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day .

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 • $125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com.

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

AD RATES

Kid"s Nite Out

t
I

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview. ·
**Special Event Sales**
Creativity, drive and a proven sales
ability will make you a strong candidate
for this position. Outstanding
compensation and the opportunity to
\Nork with America's top corporations,
producing product launches, incentive
meetings, and themed events. In this
high profile role in which you will
establish new partnerships and
strengthen existing relationships through
persistent sales efforts. Enthusiasm and
a strong desire to excel are required.
Please fax or e-mail your resume,
including salary history to:
·
pbamhart@theeventsource.net
or 407-857-7666
PT or FT sales reps needed. Outside
sales, self motivated. Market
embroidered clothing & imprinted
speciality items to businesses, schools,·
restaurants,hospitals, etc. Draw plus
commission Fax brief resume & objective
· to (407) 339-3959.

-

Earn Extra Cash for the Holidays
Buy your gifts for 50% off and earn
money too! Become an Avon Rep. and
earn 50% profit on most items. Only
$15 to start. No min, no inventory.
Call for details: 407-977-3044 .

<!Central 3Floriba :future I NOW HIRING I.
I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
I)

Spring Semester

CIVIL ENGINEER

Monday, Thursday, and/or Friday shifts
5:30- 7:30 a.m. and 10:30-12:30 p.m.
· truck/SUV helpful .but not required. .

•1J

.

E-mail Brian@UCFnews.com

•

-

<!Central 3Floriba :future I NOW HIRING I
I

LAYOUT EDITOR
QuarkXPress experience necessary.
Sundays only during the Spring semester to
layout the Central Florida Future. Must have good
sense of design and composition. Roughly
10hrs per shift during Spring semester.
E-mail resume to Ben@UCFnews.com or fax to 407-447-4556

•'

)

-

MUSICIAN/CHOIR DIRECTOR WANTED
for Sunday Morning Worship Service at a
predominantly African American Church,
located in East Orlando. Please call:
(407) 894-7316 or (321) 662-4269.

<!Central 3Floriba :future Seminole Chronicle
I NOW HIRING I
I

ADVERTISING REP.·
UP TO $1 S PER HOUR
Strong work ethics and excellent communication skills.
Fun and fast paced environment. 15 - 25 hrs per week.
Hourly base plus commission. Fax resume to
· 407-447-4556 or e-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com

Clvll/Structural ·Flrm seeks licensed
PE with drainage and permitting
experience for commercial projects.
Will consider candidates llcenslng
within 2 years. SaVneg. Great benefit
package. Fax resume to HB
Associates, LLC 407-740-7900

PT ICE DELIV,ERY DR IVE;RS
For Central Florida restaurants & events.
Evening weekends • flex schedules.
Class "D" License, 26K GVW experience
and good driving record required.
Fax resume to: 407-296-8118
'o r apply in person.
Action Ice, LLC dba Winter Park Ice
1920 Commerce Oak10 Avenue
Orlando, FL 32808
407-296-8300

GET PAID CASH
To Answer Text Messages on Your
Cell Phone! Get 1 to 3 messages per
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt In @
www.PollCast.net

now arriving:
.
lnf1n1te points of
career departures.

..

GET PAID TO DRIVE A
BRAND NEW CARI
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
. www.freecarkey.com
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

We are

.

'

26,000 employees in 200 locations around the world. We bring the brands

PHP Internet Designer Needed

you know and the tastes you love to airports; travel plazas and other venues

good pay, contract and hour based,
entrepreneurlal spirit a plus. email
resume pinpointws@aol.com Ex work:
shagorgag.net, moneyferclick.com

across the globe.We are now seeking friendly, outgoing individuals to join

HIRING NOW
Preschool In Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100
•
EXPERIENCED SERVERS NEEDED
To work at Dakshin Indian
Restaurant at the Crossroads Plaza In
Lake Buena Vista. Flex sched.
Housing offered. Excellent pay.
Please call 407-448-3672.
Office Support • Highly organized,
outgoing, high energy candidate for a
position with an established Hospitality
Exec Search Firm in Winter Park. Great
opportunity for HR/Hospitality majors.
10 mins from UCF. Starting at up to $8/hr.
Fax resume to 407-679-0998 or email:
admin@careerchoice.cc

the newest addition at our Orlando Airport location •

Outback Steakhouse.
Immediate openings for the following positions:

COOKS • PREP COOKS
BUSSERS • HOST/HOSTESSES
DISHWASHERS· SERVERS
Excellent $$$ earning potential!

Pool Tech Needed. Flexible hours.
No experience necessary.
Training provided.
Please call 407-384-9333.

2 STRONG GUYS NEEDED
to help load U-haul trailer for relocation.
on Monday 11/29. Will .be compensated
with free golf and other goodies. Call for
details 321'-223-5607
Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Spring 2005.
MWF 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net

HMSHost offers competitive wages, Health/Dental/Life insurance,
short term disability, holiday/sick/vacation pay, free shift meals,
tuition reimbursement and 40 I K.
Please apply in person, Monday - Friday 9am • 4pm
at Orlando International Airport,Terminal A,
· HR Office located in Chili's Too.
Resumes to: HMSHost, Attn: HR, 9333 Airport Blvd.

Orlando, FL 32827 • FAX: 407-851-7288
rhe Student Nempoper Serving UCf Smee 1968

~

.

NOW HIRING

CLASSIFIED SALES REPS
Must be motivated to sell, renew
and edit classified ads while
assisting new and current clients.
20 - 25 hrs. per week.
Hourly plus commission.
FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: clossifie s@UCFnews.com

/f!Ms .
H 0 S T

We are where you travel
EOE M/F/DN A Drug-Free Environment
Pre-employment drug screenings and background checks will be performed on all candidates.
Additional pre-employment testing based on brand requirements may apply.
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and .-Jim -.lhDRRISDn ·.
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A: They both

_
donate plasma at ·•
DCI Bio~ogical~
I

THINK OUTSIDE

..

'

,

FOUR PERPENDICULAR
SIDES ON A

.,

GE 0 M.ETRICALLY

;

*Of course, J.Lo:_
doesn•t:!iye:·in_Orlando cind Jim Morrison is ·.~ ... ·. ·
dead, but.. we really. do have dono"
rs with these
names. . . . ... ::.. ·.
. . .
.
:

Earn.·S180/Dl,n•h·-· -donating-.
your Ufe-saVin!J_·plasma._·-·.·
···oc1 Biologicals Orlando

SQUARED BASE.
1:1· • •

'

It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to pull off some of the high-profile
-engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Engineers who come
aboard are ir:nmediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportunities

1~00 Alafa·ya ;Trail, Suite SOO

typically not found in the private sector. From weapons systems and space station

. . _: .·. ·... (Across the.street from_Racetrac)

always important and always cutting edge. If this-sounds like something you might be

.- 3214:23.5-9100 .-.
www.dtip.lasma.co:m .
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materials to the next geneFation

o~

X-planes, whatever the project is, it's always fresh ,
,,
,

c

interested in, visit our Web site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1-800-423-USAF to
·. request more i"nformation.
(

· ©2004 Paid for by t.he U.S: Air Force. All rights reserved.
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PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.ner••
Call 4f7·628-3844.

•

•

Part-time Babysitter need for 9 mo. old
Just 5 mins from UCF in Oviedo!
Flexible hours, about 20 hours a week.
Call 407-365-4659

•

•
•

TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911Plans.net
Holiday Cash? We need books and book
scouts, NOW. Collect books/bring in on
your time/pace. Book Treasures Used
Bookstore, 7616 University Blvd. (5 miles
from UCF). Info Gregg, 407-678-2982.
Also register for $100 x-mas cash!

•

FOR RENT:
I~
~Homes
3 BD/ 3 BA house in Avalon Park.
Cable/Washer/Dryer incl. Nearby Golf
Course, Comm swimming pool. $550/mo
Contact Keith 407-207-6425.
WINTER PARK FOUR
SEASONS CONDO
Large 212, includes w/d, $800/$750 a
month. Elizabeth Larsen
Julie "B" Realty Inc. 407-415-1553

•

HOMES FOR RENT
' UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
; and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
LAKEFRONT HOME WITH DOCK
41212 w/ bonus room on 1 112
acres_ Behind UCF on Lake Price.
Skiable lake, newly renovated
bathrooms. 407-421-8132

•

..
•

FREE RENT (no bills at allfin upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. UCF students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021
2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 112
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished!
Call Ana 407-281-3708.
Available tminediatetyl

Free rent through February
No move-in fees!
Jefferson Lofts Apartments: 412
Lease ends August 2005 ·
Call 813-681-6062

1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included+ internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
·
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com
FEMALE TO SHARE WITH FEMALE
412, large pool home.
$475/mo plus half utilities.
Call 407-657-5116
1 Room for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC, 20 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-366-3536
Brand New House seeking roommate
immediatelyll! 5 mi. from UCF. Prvt.
room, bath, hall in 3/2 fully furhishe,d
home, W/D, hi-speed Internet. Alarm,
nearby trail. Responsible candidates
only, no pets. $500 incl. util. Month-tomonth. Contact Lori at 407-977-4979 or
407-365-8875

HOME FOR RENT!

WATERFORD LAKES NEW HOME
4 Bd/2 Ba, 2 car garage.
Great Location! $1,400/mo.
http://46460.rentclicks.com
or call 407-310-6583

.

UCF AREA.2BR/2BA Apartments for rent
: within 1 mile of campus. $950/mo.
, including water. Pool & tennis court!
'
Call 407-484-0343

•

Terms. 1 unit avail. in 212, w/ UCF
shuttle Utils + W/D incl Fully
furnished, NO MOVE IN FEES Only
$595/mo. Call: 786 597 0297
Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating ear!,Y. Close to
campus, w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-in. Call 386-299-1155.

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh•
Lg. rooms, back yard fa_c es preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
Incl. 954-816-3127'

BEDROOM AVAILABLE ASAP
One female roommate wanted for a 4
bdrm apt at Boardwalk on Alafaya.
Fully furn. Plus electric, internet, and
cable. Room A $470/mo.
407-8104082

Room for Rent - $400/mo. incl. util &
basic.cable, Internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only 10
min. drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of
land. Call Steve at 40.7-267-4982.

NORTHGATE LA~ES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month-FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside .
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything
Incl: ail utll, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo.
Call my cell 561-213-1805.

Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Summer term, AvailabJe in May. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private, will
pay transfer fees. Call 321-604-9029

NORTHGATE LAKES
F roommate wanted, 1/1 in 3/3 avail
Dec 18. $489/mo. All inclusive, ethernet,
cable, W/D, UCF sl']uttle. Call
(407) 971-1187 or arachne43@aol.com

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spacious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348

275

BOARDWALK APARTMENT
One month FREE RENT!
No move in fees!
1 M wanted for 414. Private BR/bath.
Utlls, internet, WtO furnishings,
cable TV. $490/month.
Near UCF. Lease until Aug.
407-435-6416 or
shotwizard@yahoo.com

PEGASUS POINTE APARTMENT
Bd avail ASAP for F in 4/2, $445/mo
incl all util plus ethernet, w/d.
December rent covered!
Fantastic roommates. Free shuttle.
Call 239-425-5389 or 407-926-3906

1 F needed to sublease 3 x 3

Pegasus Landing Apartment

Village at Alafaya Club. Can move in
12111, will pay for Dec rent and
transfer fees. $515/mo.
813-300-3387

L,ooking for Female/Private Rm & Bath
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnished
$490 per month/ (407)482-0597 or
Nicciw3@hotmail.com

UNIVERSITY HOUSE APARTMENT
Avail Dec. 12th. Private bedroom. Fully
furnished, all util incl, w/d, cable, internet,
shuttle to UCF, and pets allowed.
$441/mo, half off first month.
Call Marissa 754-224-04~ 9

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
Room in 4/4 for M or F, $400/mo incl all
util, high-speed internet, free shuttle. No
move-in fees. Lease runs Jan. 1st - July
31st. Call 407-529-4618 or<i07-362-2399.

UCF Cypress Bend
Majestic 2-story home. Gated, brand
new 2004 by lake and community
pool. 5 bedrooms/3.5 baths. All
appliances. Rooms available from
$400-$550. Join Anette (Owner): MS
Crlmlnal Justice UCF. 407-716-0848
UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room wt private bath.
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

Riverwind apts. $500/mo F
4/4 nicely furnished/decorated
Contact Emilee (954)553-9348 or
Riverwind Apts. (407)359-2815 regarding
Apt. 3-1200. Avail. b4 Spring Sam (Jan).

2 rms for rent, 2 miles from UCF. Big
home w/pool, $395/mo. w/ util. Contact
Steve 305-281-3104 or 407-736-0064.

Price is very negotiable! All utilities
included. Need female for 4 bed /4 bath
apt. in Pegasus Landing. Very Nice!
Move-in ASAP!
904-612-8557 .

Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.

Half off March rent! College Statio11 apt,
$470/mo. Ethernet, HBO, all util. incl. M
needed. Priv bath, fully furnished. Avail.
beginning January. 407-625-6148 or
klugemafk@hotmail.com
"

).

Jefferson Commons Apartment

.

1 F needed to sublease In a 4/4.
Avail mid DEC. Utils incl, prvt bd &
BA, cable and Internet incl. $490/mo
Call Ashley @ 407-306-8496.
A nice & clean November apartment for
sublease. 5 minutes walking distance to
UCF. Sublease goes from Jan. until
June. $450/mo. (Water included). Lease
can be extended later. Call Fuyu @
407-380-5325 or fliu@cs.ucf.edu.

II.

•

HIGH POINT CLUB APARTMENTS
Avail in Dec. 1/1, $645/mo incl all util.
Amenities incl pool, fitness
center, pets welcomed.
Call Yvette 561-762-1035

•
•

Jefferson Lofts sublease available in
Janu·ary. F wanted for brand new
apartment! Private BR & BA, Security
system, all util, cable, & t11ternet.
Call 954-401-4309

•
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Center
Encore!
Tarnisher
Line of cabs
Central New
York city
Pelted with
rocks
Scorches
Zoom
Eases off
Dirty air
Manage to deal
with
Film, dance, etc.
Of the same
lineage
Lawn game
Grand poem
Morse symbol
_Jose, CA
Tribulations
Onion relative
Puts down turf
Without
weapons
Dami
Hush-hush
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Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

I

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

[Z]
Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
49 Stir up
50 Some rays
52 Lombard or
King
55 Enticed
58 Close up
60 Hankering

63 Shuttle
destination:
abbr.
65 Game pieces
66 Prohibition
67 Barnyard
enclosure

Please see solutions in next issue- Mon. 11/29
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[fZ!Il] WORSHIP

WORSHIP

This Christmas, treat yourself to Christ-centered preaching.

f\eformatlon
Orthodox Fresb~terian Church
Meeting at Jackson Heights Middle School

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
212 in Jefferson Lofts, $604/mo incl
all util, ethernet, w/d, private
reserved parking. Gym & game room.
954-494-6711

University House-avail mid-Dec;Private
bd/ba. All utils inct,cable,internet;shuttte
to UCF;pet allowed;only $479/mo-half
off first month;
Call Melissa 561-628-6514

;

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Lingerie
purchase
Alamos
Promos
Handled
Oz pooch
Mr. Baba

Room avail. in Northgate Lakes Dec.7
in 4/2 move in date flexible. $420/mo. +
Dec. FREE RENT util, cable, internet,
incl. If interested please call
239-293-8384

Room Available In UCF Area Home
Located In Ashlngton Park. $510/mo
incl all utll, W/D, internet/cable.
Big kitchen & pool w/ waterfall.
Avail ASAP. Lease runs through Aug.
Call Kelley at 407-616-1874.

t'

ACROSS
1 Wild party
6 Book after Joel
1O Singer Diana
14 Copland ballet
15 Dryer residue
16 Nay vote
17 Cash in hand,
e.g.
18 Mental plan
19 Sign gas
20 Neither partner
22 Smiling with
self-satisfaction
24 Beat ill
27 Moss Hart's
autobiography
29 Joey of the twist
30 African nation
32 Changes film
34 Elect (to)
' 35 Depicted
37 Artist's
undercoat
39 Wino
40 Young and
Diamond
44 Etching process
47
G. Carroll
48 Former Georgia
senator
51 Like he-men
53 Period
54 Aerie youngster
56 Invites
57 Interpret
59 Mister
61 Justice Bader
Ginsburg
62 Skiri style
64 Pyramids a"nd
mauscleums
68 >Son of Isaac
69 Seth's son
70 Shoe grip
71 Midterm or final
72 Hibernation
spots
73 Comic
Youngman

Sublet @ University House
$439/mo lease ends 07/31/05
UCF shuttle, utilities, cable & ethernet
included. Available for Spring '05
Call (321) 720-6752.

Private bd & ba In female 4/4.
$490/mo incl all utll. Brand new
fully-furnished. Half-off Dec. rent.
Cail Kate 386-503-3943

: 3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All
' appliances and lawn services incl.
, Low rent, leases avail today. For
more Info call Nick at 407-810-7622.

Mins from UCF, clean 312 w/ den.
~II appliances anCI large fenced yard.
• Call Melissa w/ Legacy RE Group
407-275-9595

Pegasus Pointe - FalVSpr/Sum

Rooms avail in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $550/month incl rent, utils, high
speed internet, cable and furn. if needed .
Avail Now Contact Matt @
954-445-4188.

BOARDWALK APARTMENT

UCF AREA HOUSES

...
•

1/1 close to UCF: $800/mo all util incl.
Furnished/unfurnished. Pets ok.
407-443-7024

Less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus util. 1 small rm avail. for P
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751

Teach in China!
Go to the wild, wild, east!
All majors welcomed.
www.chinesecentury.org

•

QUIET COUNTRY APT

Crossword

www.refopc.org •

407-657-8926

400
SPRING BREAK IN .BRAZIL

COMPUTER INSTALLATION &
UPGRADES
Flat rates and low prices .
On-site and off-site.
Kahn Consulting
www.ucfcomputer.com

Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $969
VIP Passes, airfare,. hotel, & more
Earn a Free Trip; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazil.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-!300-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. ,5 miles
from UCF. Calf4i:>7:482-2S43. .

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
10 days for $950! Tour the islands of
Phuket with a UCF student.
Accommodations, tours, and meals incl; Tickets to shows, parties, private islands.
407-766,0578 or tektravel@yahoo.com.

Customize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits, Car Candy. We come to you!
Visa/MC accepted - Lou @ 407-461-9222
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate . ;
Call Harel new# (407) 353-6528. '

. We both benefit from you taking
over my Pegasus Connection (JC)
leaselll Avail. Immediately with no
move-in fees or rent until January!
321-432-9330 or 321-726-0168

No matter what your style is, you'll find an apartment that's right for you
at University House. We offe'r a wide variety of floorplans and amenities

'

that fit every lifestyle. Hurry in today and get a free membership to
LOOKING _
F,OR. DISCOUNTS?

Napster's online music community when you sign a lease, You'll also be

•
•

.TV'S & .ELECTRONICS'

.

including~ut rot limited to video games

l)Js from $101
Policl? seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARtY CRUISE!
5 Days $2991 Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $4591
Pa~ama City & Daytona $159!
www.Spri.ngBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

WOOD G ZEBO FOR SALE

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

12 feet, like new, must see!
$1,200 or best offer.
Call 407-678-6085

$189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights

DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
•••••••WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM********

entered in a drawing to win a 42" Plasma TV

10!

- so don't miss out!

Moving Sale: white desk like new $25/
fifing cabinet $20/ 3 piece lamp set
(floor/desk/clamp)$10/ OBO
Call Hillary 863-221 -5604

FOR SALE:
Automotive
99 Black Chevrolet Cavalier RS
Coupe. Cold AIC. CD Player. All new
filters and tires rotated recently.
Great condition. $3250/obo. Call
386-627-1418 for more Info.

'

•
I

•

2004 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Orange, sunroof, spoiler, 4 doors.
Only 4,000 ml. $16,200 obo. Over
$5k already paid for. Moving, must
sell. Call Jose at 407-855-3989 or
• 407-721-2267.
Email at jozantonlo@hotmail.com

IUH

$5001
Police Impounds! Car::;, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-747·9~19 ext. V502.

(;>napstet.
'
•

UH ALAFAYA
12024 ROYAL WULFF LANE
ORLANDO,' FL 32817
P: 407-277-4007
info@uhatafaya.com
\

Subject to community rules and
restrictions. See a leasing
associate for details.

WE BUY USED CELL PHONESlll
***TOP MONEY PAID***
. Call 407-383-9251
We also have replacement phones.

Appalachia Travel
1-800-867•5018
www.BahamaSun.com

Attention all Bachelor of Arts ·&
Science Graduates!
I need graduation tickets for Fall 2004.
I will pay for tickets!
Anyone who has extra please call
Ebonni at 407-625-4830

WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICEI
Must book before Dec. 1 '04

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
*189

80 J 5

'239'8
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1 Davsl 6 Nights
Prices include:
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Round-trip luxury cruise wtth food. Accommodations
on the islona at your choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
IPlllllCllll Trnal

M11st book before '.)ec 1 '04
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BAHAM'AS
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*Offer expires March 1 5, 2005.

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Spring 2005.
MWF 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net ,

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

www.BBhamaSun.com
We'll beat anv Package Price!

www.univer.Sityl;lou!?~·co~
t

0

We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
_407-970-5431

PARTY
CRUISE
1z191

Do you need help w/ Spanish

.f

classes?
Call me now@ 40i-719J307
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